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SODlit, Guyon 1Ileet
with F-Senate on
Donow's pro1llotion
Hy Phillip Fiorini

starr Writer

The Faculty Senate instructed its Facultv Statu~ and
Welfare Committee Tuesday to
investigate the pro<~edure by
which Senate President Herbert
D0I10W was promoted to
prof~ssor and to report its
findings next month.
The study \Ioas ordered after
the senate went into executive
session to discuss allegations
that Donow, an English
professor, received special
treatment from University
administrators after both the
English Dep3rtment and the
College of Liberal Arts had
recommended that he not be
promoted.
Senate
member
John
Gregory, of the mathematics
faculty, in a letter to senators
last week charged that DonoVl'
had received "extraordinary.
preferential treatment," and
asked that the senate president
step down.
Donow said after Tuesday's

Senate approves production
of nerve gas by slight margin
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate approved 47-46 an
Tuesday the production of new
nerve gas weapons, as Vice
President George Bush cast the
deciding vote for the second
time in four months on the
issue.
The House earlier rejected·
the $124 million program,
assailed by opponents a~
gruesome, immoral, and a
threat more to civilians than
soldiers. But the Senate's
decision followed arguments by
President Reagan and others
that the "binary" bombs and
arillery shells should be
produced to prod the Soviet

'Union

into a negotiated
of chemical stockpiles.
But "There is no fiscal
reason, no negotiatin~ reason
and no mi:itary reCison, therp is
no reason of :any kind to produce
,this weapon," said Sen. Mark
Hatfield, R-Ore.
In a rare, dramatic repeat of
his constitutional role as
president of the Senate, Bush
made the difference, just as he
did July 13 in a 5049 vote on a
defense authoriza~ion bill.
The
Republican-controlled
redu(~ion

~~t~eh:J~d~r!~~o~! ~:::;~
'and recommended blocking

nerve gas funding and continuing the 14-year freeze by the
Ullited States on the production
of chemical weapons.
But John Tower, R-Tex.,
chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee. successfully 1'l\oved to restore
money iO' the nerve gas
weapons to a $252.5 billion
defense bill.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., said the United States
already has 200,000 tons of
conventional chemical weapons
stockpiled, much of it inside 155
millimeter artillery. sheUs.

session in the Student Center
that he would not step down. He
called Gregory's actions a
"flagrant abuse of the senate's
mtegrity."
President Albert Somit and
John Guyon, vice president foz'
academic affail'S, were present
to discuss the issue with the
senate in the closed meeting,
which lasted about 45 minutes.
Prior to the closed session,
GI'~gory asked that the senate .
establish a mechanism to study
the procedure followed in
Donow's promotion. At that
point, Donow turned the
meeting over to Senate Vice
President Larry McDougle,
who denied Gregory the chance
to explain why he asked for ~hp'
investigation.
"I have a question about the
behavior of Somit and Guyon
regarding the promotion
procedure at this University,"
Gregory said in presenting his
resolution.
In his letter to senators,
See DONOW, Pag~ 2

Voter turnout good
in school elections
By Patrick Williams
Staff Writer

The turnout was heavy on a
sunny Tuesday to determine
from a large field of candidates
in dC\~tions for Carbondale's
high and grade school boar::ls.
In Carbondale Community
High School District 165, nine
candidates vied for two fouryear tprms and three two-year
terms. As of 9:30 p.m. Tue;day,
results in the race for four-year
terms showed, with 10 precincts
counted:
Incumbent board president
Robert Brewer had 386 votes;
Michael Diamond 300 votes;
Michael Altekruse, 376 vott's;
incumbent Arthur Black has 194
votes; Gib Gerlach, U9 'Jtes.
In the race for two-year
terms:
Incumbent Barbara Bennett
had 337 votes; Linda Brandon.

282 votes; Donald Boehr.e 204

votes; and incumbent Larry
Young, 186 votes.
In Carbondale Grade School
District 95, 13 candidates are
running for two two-~'ear and
three
four-year
terms.
Preliminary results show in the
race for two-year SE,ats, with
seven precincts reporting:
Margaret Crowe had 92 votes;
Donald Gamer, 76 votes; incumbent Board President Anita
Lenzini, 46 votes: incumi:ent
Harold Bardo, 44 ~otes;
Early results from the contest
for four-year terms showed:
Incumbent Jean McPherson
has 67 votes; Hugh McDowell,
63 votes: Deanna Wheeles, 54
votes; Jack McKillip, 51 votes;
im:tlmbent Gordon White, 40
votes;
Frances Laster, 38
votes; Beth Arthur, 31 votes;
Arnold Taylor, 2:. vote!'; incumbent Karl Bartelsmeyer 21.

Fill 'er up

S&aff Photo by Scott Shaw

VolankoefS give blood to the Red Cross in ,""uden'
Center Ballroom C Tuesday. 5901 units have !Jeen

collected in the blood drive, which runs 10 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. daily this week.

BOlDb blast da1llages Capitol
WASHINGTON (AP) - FBI
agents combed through an
estimated $1 million mound of
debris Tue!'day as the Senate
attempted business as usual in
the wake of a bomb blast that
ripped through a hallway and
severely damaged 2 meeting
room I,ear the chamber. Officials said the device was
triggered by a wristwatch.
"The Ser.ate will not be
deterred or intimidated,"
declared Majority Leader
Howard H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn.,
as he held the Senate to a
schedule which began at 9 a.m.
EST.
Baker said that had the
Senate been in ~ion at the

time of the explosion, there
would ha¥~ been "grave injury
... and, perhaps. loss of life to
senators and staff."
Although there was' no
structural damage to the
Capitol. the blast aU but wiped
out a large section of the
corridor on the second - main
- floor, adjacent to the Senate!
chamber. In addition to snattering windows, splintering
wood fr~mes and exposil1g
brick wall and pipe, the blast.;
knocked
the
doors
to
Democratic Leader Robert C.
Byrd's office off their hinges
and
destroyed
several
irreplaceable paintings, ineluding po~tralts of Daniel

Webster and John Calhoun.
However, the Senate chamber
itself w~ left intact, although a
coating of dust throughout the
chamber greeted maintenanCt'
workers in the morning.
Byrd aide Mike Wiliard said
the damage could reach $1
million.
The FBI said the blast was
caused by a "high explosive
device with a delayed timing."
Tom Griscom, an aide to Baker,
said "it was a wristwatch
timer."
Both chambers of Congress
convened under unusually tight
security. The second floor on
the Senate side was sealed off to
the public.

Boye and city disagree on bond issue
Ey Paula J. Finlay
Staff Writer

A disagreement has arisen
between the city and conference
center developer Stan Hoye
over who will pick up the
$461,000 cost of the first project,
bond issue. The city may face a
law suit over the wording of the
agreement.
Hoye wants the city to pick up
the tab for the flI'St bond issue
which went unused becl'\use of
delays in land acquisition, but
the city says it agre<d two
'Weeks ago to do that only if a
'second bond issue goes through.
noth parties must come to a

settlement on the agreement in through.
time for Hoye to issue the
The council made the move
second bonds before Dec. 15, the . despite warnings from interim
date the agreement caUs for· City Manager Scott Ratter that
land exchanges to be com- Hoye had indicated that worpleted.
ding other than that submitted
On Monday night, the City by his attorney was unacCouncil rejected a paragraph in ceptable and without it the
the agreement su~ft'litted by agreement would fan apart. H
Hoye's aUorney, John C. that happens, "we've been
Feirich. which r~red the city m!sured the city will be sued and
to pay for the first Issue whether sued for $1 million or more,"
or not a second set of bonds, Ratter said.
Although several council
required for the project to be
completed, is Issued. The .."embers reaffirmed their
council passed the agreement support of the project, they 38id
after substituting a paragraph. they could not go (llong with
saying that the city would pay 'Hoye's proposed wording of the
. only if second issue .went par,Igrapb in dispute.

"It seems rather dangerous to
accept something that will lock
us.in as that paragraph might,"
Mayor Helen Westberg said.
Councilman Patrick Kelley
said, "It's a question of who
jumps the creek first. The
developer and city had
previously agreed to jump
together."
Hoye is looking for $15 million
worth of the second bonds to be
issued at 9.5 percent interest on
a IO-year repayment schedule.
In other business relating to
the conference center project,
:he council approved the land

See DISAGREE,
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Gus says yOu ean figure &lie
elty's aDd
Mr.
Hoye's
honeym_ bas ended w_'
they start fussing about &be
. alimony• •
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News Roundup------r
.

U.S. alltitrust officials look for
buyer to save Globe-Democr~t
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Justice ')eparlment sought
Tuesday to determine if a buyer
can be found to save the st.
Louis Globe-Democrat after
learning its owners arranged
the newspaper's December
./demise in a financial agreement
with the ~ompeting PostDispatch.
The agreement - which calls
for the Newhouse Newspapers
group to share in profits or
losses in the surviving PostDispatch - raised concerns
among antitrust officials who
worried that it would depress
competition.
The plan would leave St
Louis with just one major

::r~~;;;~:~c:aTa~~t~~

division officials pursuaded the
publishers to agree to a 15-day
Jlt'riod to search for a buyer for
the Globe-Democrat.
Mcnday, Newhouse announced the year~nd closing of
the 131-:vP-P.l' "lti morning paper.
But Tuesday, the Justice
Department disclosed the
agreement was forged with the

Post-Dispatch's owner, Pulitzer
Publishing Co., and that even
after the Globe-Democrat
closes, Newhouse will continue
to share an undisclosed fraction
of any profit or loss of the PostDispatch.
Nick Penniman, assistant
general manager of the Pulitzer
Publishing Co., owner of the
Post-Dispatch, declined to say
what Newhouse's share would
be. David Starr, a spokesman
for the Newhouse group, said he
would need to check with
Ne\\ house officials before
commenting on the St. Louis
situation.
"We are involved because it
was a jOint decision to close as
evidenced by the continued
profit sharing," Sheehan said.
"If Newhouse had decided on its
own to close and just walked
away without any' payment or
continuing arrangement with
Pulitzer, then' would be no
antitrust question."
Sheehan said if no viable
buyer comes forward by 5:30
p.m. EST Nov. 22, then the
department will aHow the deal

to proceed.
For years, the St. Louis
papers have experienced
financial problems, a'ld since
1961 they had an agr'~ment to
share profits and la&>es and to
print the Globe-Democrat on
the Post-Dispatch presses.
In 1979, they also agreed to
combine their business. advertising and ('irculation
departmei'ts.
This agreemen,; has had a
limited exemption from the
nation's antitrust laws under
the Newspaper Preservation
Act of 1970. That act allows joint
business arrangements between papers that eliminate
commercial c.)mpetition so long
as they maintain separate
editorial and reporting staffs.
"ihen passed, the act extended protections to a number
of such existing arrangements,
including the one in S1. Louis.
If a prospective buyer
emerges for the GlobeDemocrat, the papers have
agreed to allow a reasonable
opportunity to negotiate the
purchase.

DONOW from Page 1
"Gregory
said
Don'Jw's
promotion under unusual circumstances made it appear
,"that a deal was made." The
letter said the administration
was considering the promotion
when Donow cut off debate on a
controversial promotion of an
administrator, "pushed the
administrative
line"
on
distribLltion of pay raise funds
and supported a financial
necessity policy that the senate
had opposed.
Prior to the closed session, in
an apparent response to
Gregory's letter, Donow said "if
Gregory wants to talk about
deals of a sort, th~ I suggest
that we go into executive
session." The vote was 17-5 to
close the meeting.
Senate member Randall
Nelson, a professor in political
science, said Gregory was
asking the senate to establish a
mechanism to study the
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ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) - President Reagan, heading
for six days of trade and defense talks in Japan and South
Korea, predicted Tuesday that the United States wo'Jld forge
vastly stronger bonds with Asian nations, which "have the
Yllnkee spirit we once called our own."
Reagan spoke to several thousand airmen and their families
who crowded into a hangar at snow-shrouded Elmendorf Air
Force Base, v.here the president made a brief refueling stop
en route to Tokyo.

Poverty level higher among loners
CHiCAGO (AP) - One in five people over 65 living alone in
Dlinois lives in poverty - more than twice the rate of their
contemporaries living with immediate family, according to
1980 state census data.
The poverty rate in most counties for people between 65 and
75 averages about 20 percent. For those who are over 75 and
living alone, the rate jumps to 25 percent and higher.
Jverall, 11 percent of Dlincis residents live at 'Ir below the
p.lverty level, state officia1s say.

Arafat offers deal to mutineers
TRIPOLI, Lebanon (AP) - PLO chairman Vasser Ararat
said Tuesday that "to av<!rt a bloodbath" he will stop fighting
Syrian-supported mutineers if the rebels haIt their push into
Tripoli, his last Middle East stronghold.
"I will fight 'lnly in self deferlse," the Palestin Liberation
Organization leader told reporters after meeting with Tripoli's
political and religious figures. They appealed for a cease-fire
between Arafat loyalists and those who want to topple hi!Il.

Domestic affairs spending urged

promotion procedure, but that
Gregory wasn't "requesting
any discussion" about the
promotion.
Donow
disagreed
with'
Nelson, stating that it was
"reasonable to assume" that
Gregory's motion referred to
"substantive
and
not
procedural matters."
Gregory claims in the letter
that. "extraordinary circumstances" occurred from
December 1982 to St>pternlJer
1983 in which Guyon withheld
ju~gment
on
Donow's
promotion but made normal
decisions on all others. After all
other candidates' dossiers were
clOsed, Guyon paid for two
outside evaluations on Donow's
third book, which was published
July 1982.
Gregory states that after
obtaining the evaluations,
Somit asked the department to
reconsider
its
negative

. . ~l\
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Reagan praises Asian nations

recommendation. Guyon said
he had also asked James Light,
dean of COLA, if he would
reconsider
his
negative
recommendation. Both the
college and the department
refused.
In the fall of 1982, a panel of
the JUdicial Review Board
recommended to Somit that
Donow be promoted when his
third book was published. That
panel was chaired by Robert
Dreher, who has since retired
from the SIU-C Law School.
After the executive session,
the senate voted against 3"'
resolution by Robert Griffin, an
English prOles..<U)r, that stated
Gregory had followed an
"improper procedure" in
making charges against a
senat~ member "by going to the
press Instead of this body first. ..
Donow agreed, saying the
course Gregory follOWed was
"damaging to the reputation of
the senate."

WASHINGTON (AP> - Demo<:ratic leaders, arguing that
domestic spending cuts urged by President Reagan have gone
too far, sought Tuesday to peg an extra $1 billion for educa tion
and social services to a stopgap money bill in the House.
The House clec'lred the way for considering the extra money
arte-: voting virtually along party lines, 233-169, to accept
legislative ground rules allowing the amendment to be offered.
.
Democrats said the money would fall within spending
targets Congress set for itself l'a:-lier this year, but the
president would likely view it as a "budget huster."
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By Jt'nnifer Phillips
Staff Writer

Inmates
at
the
U.S.
Penitentiary at Marion are
being abused dUring the "lock·
down" sparked by the rec~nt
stabbing deaths of two guards
and an inmate, members of the
Leonard Peltier Support GrouD
.
said.
Concern over the "poten·
tially·riotous situation" was
expressed Tuesday at a press
conferen.::e held by the group in
the Wesley Foundation.
Peltier. an American Indian
Movement leader serving two
consecutive life sentences for
the murder of two FBI agents,
has reportedly been fasting
since Oct. 28, when he allegedly
found 'i foreign substance in his
food and becam~ suspicious of
foul play.
According to members, he
will continue his fast until the
lockdown ends or he is tran·
sferred to another prison.
Inmates at Marion are suffering for the actions of a few,
said Jim Roberts, a local at·
torney who is assisting Peltier's
lawyers. Two guards were
murdered and two wounded by
inmates in the prison's control
unit Oct. 22.
Along with a cutback in the

time allowed, there are reports
of guards beating inmates,
neglect of medical treatment,
and deprivation of personal
property, he said.
"All the prisoners are being
punished for what happened in
the control cell," .he said.
"They're being punished for the
actiolL', of a few."
According to Toni Martinez, a
support group member, said,
"The attitudl' of the ad·
ministration promotes a
I'limate of violence. It promotes
a riot·type climate."
Prison
officials
were
unavailable for comment on the
allegations Tuesday. Sixty
additional correctional officers
were brought to the Ju-ison Nov.
2 to bolster the staff, spokesman
Dean Leech said last week.
"Lockdown status," which
restricts inmate movement,
began Oct. 28, the day after
inmate Jack Callison was
stabbed to death.
In an effort to stop the alleged
abuse, Roberts said, the group
and some relatives of Marion
inmates are asking U.S. I, '!p.
Paul Simon, D-Makanda, to
begin a congressioncu investigation of conditions at the
prison, which replaced A1catraz
in 1964 as the toughest prison in
the cQuntry.

deaths in Marion since 1973,
when the prison obtained its
high security status, he said,
and the "level of assaults is
probably unsurpassed by other
institutions in other states."
The two guards killed in Oc·
tober were the second and third
to be Killed since 1964.
"We're asking Simon to get
the other side of the story and
talk to inmates and see the
prison," Roberts said. "As long
as they maintain the super·
prison concept, they will have
superproblems."
Simon's press secretary
David Carle said Tuesday night
that Simon said he will pass the
groups concerns and request
along to the proper authorities,
including the House Judiciary
Committee, for investigating

Carle said Simon sees his role
as "that of a facilitator and
mediator in helping the various
parties to come to an un·
derstanding among them·
selves."
Roberts, who said he has
clients in Marion and visited the
prison just before the lockdown,
admitted that "it is difficll't for
the group to get a handi~ on
what's going on" and that the
reports of abuse have not been
confirmed.
These unconfirmed repor~
include: guards brought from
the other institutions have betn
beating prisoners; men have
been locked into cells that have
no running water; water used to
extinguish a fire in one hlock
was not mopped up, resulting in
about six inches remaining on

articles, like soap, toothpaste
and towels, have been taken
away from the inmates.
Carlene Red Dog, whose
husband is an inmate in Marion,
said that family visitation time
was cut last week from five
days a month to four hours a
month.
"You could stay the whole
day, seven hours, before and
now you can only stay an hour
each visit," she said. "It takes
an hour to turn from a convict
into a husband and a father.
You cannot take away fr lIilies
because their touch with reality
will be lost."

She said she was told the cut
was permanent, but that her
husband was told it was tern·
porary.

DISAGREE. from Page 1
purchase escrow agreement 'or
the project and named Jackson
County Abstract Title Guaranty
Co. as the escrow agent. Under
the agreement the tiUe for the
land needed for the project and
the funds to purchase the land
will be held in escrow until Dec.
15. On that date they will be
exchanged provided that the
project bords are refinanced

and all of the ']and owners have
agreed to and transfered their
titles to the city.
.
The project faces severa]
pitfalls before the Dec. 15
deadline, Ratter said. City staff
is working on clearing the titles
for the land, purchase
agr<:!ements, and the agreement
with the Department of Housing
and Urban Development for the

$2.071 mi11ion redevelopment
grant for Y1e project.
"We all have a tremendous
amount of work to do before
Dec. 15," Ratter said.
An additional 30 hours of
consulting time from former
City Manager Carroll Fry was
approved for the project.

Breakfast Special
2 eggs, ham, hash browns,
toast or biscuits
$2.29

Wednesday·s Special
Catflsb Cut-ups
Cole Slaw or Salad. fries

$2.95
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A SALON THAT CARES
ABOUT YOU AND YOUR
INDIVIDUAL NEEDS.
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Now's the time to think about
your college nng Not Just any
nng-a 14K Gold College Ring from
ArtCarved. The karat gold lewelry
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And now an ArtCarved 14K Gold
College Ring is rr.ore affordable thanyou
think. Choose from an entire collection of
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
save $25. This offer is for a limited time
!lf11y, so come in and see all the great
ArtCarved styles with the custom options
that can let you have the ring of your
choice. the way you want It. So graduate
in style. Graduate to gold!
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MasterCard or Visa Accepled
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Opinion & Gommentary

The SURS struggle
ILLINOIS' handling of the State University Retirement System
has a parallel on the national level. It's called Social Security.
The state owes the retirement fund almost $2 billion as a result of
raiw. on SURS revenue for saJary increases, according to James
Ford, legislative chairman of the SIU-C Annuitants Association.
The fund is fed by 8-percent slices of full-time university employees' salaries. The state i§ S'lpposed to match collections from
salaries, but has instead fostered the habit of underfunding the
SURS and using the extra cash for salary increases.
The short-term effect is that the state must play patchwork
politics to pay annuitants each year. For example, the LegislattJr.!
promised to reimburse a shortfall in this year's appropriation fJr
the fund at 6 percent interest over the next five years.
THE LONG-TERM effect, though, is uncertainty over the status
of the entire system - the result of an apparent unwillingness on the
part of the Legislature to end the pattern of scrimping on a fund it
should !.Ie fattening.
c
Sound famiHar? It should to anyone who is acquainted with the
plight of the federal Social Security system. The difference betwecn
the troubles of the SURS and those of Social Security is one of
means, not enw..
. ,
Social Security's4financial crunch can be attributed to macy
factors, not the least of which is the sharp incre=ise in the cost oi
living in recent years. The Social Security Administration has made
an effort - at least until its money cruJlch became too severe - to
match cost-of-living boosts in recipients' checks.
BUT THE SURS offers a flat 3-percent rate of increase to ac-

commodate increases in the cost of living. Whether cost-of-living
rates skyrocket or stagnate, annuitants can expect the same increase year after year.
Money woes in the SURS are more a result of sloppy fiscal
management by the state than of economic conditions in general.
Legislators and state executives carelessly shift cash in and out of
one fund or another to finance the state's day-to-day operation.
That's not smart, especially for a state which is so uncertain of its
financial future.
A.1Duitants are wisely reluctant to accept state promiSes of
reimbursement and reinforcement of the SURS. They surely see
what a struggle the Legislature and the administration go through
each year to make ends meet.

Never a better time to give blood
AIDS people have developed
fears not only about receiving
blood, but about donating it. It is
important for the University
community to be aware that
there is absolutely no risk to a
blood donor from AIDS or any
other actual or potential infectious disease.
Blood is-given at no risk and
with minimal discomfort 1:0
those of us who give. I bope thLlt
DE readers will donate
generously and that Ulis year's
drive will be among the most
successful in SIU history. Blood
is always needed to save lives,
and there has never been a
better time to give. - Lawrence
E. Frisch. M.D •• Medical Chiefof-Staff.
Student
Health
Program_

As many of your readers wiD
remember, last year's sprinll
blood drive coincided with a
major measles immunization

::(~~!:=p~~s!~;~e¥~~;:;:~

universities. Severa) Daily
Egyptian articles suggested
that these important immunization efforts had an influence on the number of people
who were able to give blood
during that drive.
It is my understanding that a
new blood drive is about to take
place, and I have been asked to
express in this public forum the
Health Service's enthusiastic
support for blood donation.
A recent article in the journal
Hospital Practice suggest'! that
with the current concern about

-----9LettelS--------------Dorm dialers should ease off
This is a letter to students
living in SJU dorms who share
party lines with four to eight
other students.
First, I would like to cite a
specific incident. A friend's
grandfather died. Her mother
tried to reach her for four
consecutive hours that evening.
She finally contacted the
resident assistant on the floor to
relay the disheartening news.
This was a terrible way to
receive such news. Since it was
the same two people on the line
for the four-bour duration, it
could have been avoidtd had
they been more considerate.
I am not against a few long
phone calls, but 1. feel they
should not be extensive,
especially during the busiest
hours between 8 p.m. and 11
p.m. I realize that is when rates

are the lowest, but seven other
girls on my line realize that
also.
Dorms try to set 15 tcy 20
minute limits. But this can be
difficult to enforce. The resident
assistants were not put there to
stand over each individual and
to time every phone call. The
mature college student should
take the responsibility to
discipline themselves and limit
telephone calls so their
privileges are not abused.
Many students have th~ir own
ways of telling someone to get
off the line. These may include:
continuously slamming down
the receiver, non-stop dialing
and
using
unnec~ssary
language. These are quick ways
to enSUi'e the line will be tied up
even longer and possibly make
enemies for the person wanting

to use the phone.

r~~f:~~Zt~= W~! &~:j~~r~~

I also feel that if it is politely
done once or twice, it is a
significant Signal that someone
Nants to use the line.
Other solutions may include
getting to know the people
sharing the line. Know them
well enough to knock on their
door and politely ask them to
please clear the line as soon as
possibll~ - with a "th'lnk you"
attached. I would appreciate
this approach more than
banging
receivers,
rude
remarks and continuous
dialing. It may be pertinent to
remember the old saying, "You
catch more flies with honey
than vinegar."
- Denise L.
Moore. Freshman. Journalism.

Podiatrists aren't a bunch of drunks
In regard to Patrick Williams
article on "No New Stri~ Bars,"

!~~ ~t ~~o:w~ ·~~tio:

diVldual merit and not location
or if the license is tied in with a
hotel. However, I take exception to his mention (or attack) of Podiatrists, Elks and
Christian Missionaries.
I cannot deiend the Elks or
the Christian Missionaries but I
.am qualified to comment on

Podiatrists. There has never upgrade
the
education,
been a Podiatry Convention in profeSSional standards and
Carbondale and there are image of Podiatry to allow some
currently oaly three Podiatrists uneducated,
balf-cocked
practicing in carbondale. I student to witlessly undermine
suspect you may have at one our efforts.
time run into one of tti! booze
Next time stick to the heart of
guzzling mavericks in our the editorial and you will
profession, but this hardly probably do a better job. qualifies all the members of our
profession as a buncb of Christopber C. Moore. D.P.M .•
drunken conventioneers.
Podiatrist-Foot. Specialist.
We've work~ too hard to CarhondaJe.

Old device gives legislators new approach
Editor's Note: The following commentary was written by David Everson,
Joan Parker and Jack Van Der SUIl of
the Illinois Legislative Studies Center at
Sangamoo State University.
Tbe Illinois General Assembly bas
discovered a new way to legislate out of
the sight of the public. Actually, an old
device . . :. . the conference committee -:has been adapted to aDow passage of
proposals which previously bad been
rejected or pushed aside at the last
moment in legislative sessions. As
legislative columnist Mike Lawrence
has written: I t •••at session's end come a
flurry of House-5enate conference
reports into which previously rejected
and fresb notions have been tucked."
Tbe
conference
committee
mechanism is necessary in a bicameral
legislature. Because of amendments, it
is inevitable that bills will pass the two
houses in somewhat different form. But
to become law, bills mll.'lt pass both
houses in identical form. Some proeess,
therefore, must be used to iron out the
differences. '
Paget
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A
CONFERENCE
among
repruentatives fr lm both houses is
obviously required. But the assumption
is that a conference committee will be
confined to working within the
framework of different forms of tbe
same legislation, not to substituting new
bills in place of old ones. Yet substitution
is precisely what happens on occasion in
lliinois. At times, the device gives the
legislative process needed flexibility~ at
times, it is abused.
The recent tax increases, for example.
were attacbed in conference to a
"vehicle bill" (a bill which is reaDy a
vebicle for some other legislative
purpose) dealing with tax check-offs on
wildlife conservation funds. In this instance, much of the package had been
discussed in public.
THE SENATE discussed the governor's proposals in a committee of the
whole, but changElS in the sales Mx were
last-minute additions. Tbe use of a
conference committee report anowed
both bouses to vote on the tax package
only once. Perhaps the I.:onference
technique was necessar:; in tbese cir-

cumstances, because the normal However,. in most cases there is no
procedure would have forced some actual committee deliberation or
legislators to vote for a tax increase anything resembling a public hearing.
three times.
Recently, legislators have been
However, the same argument cannot critical of the governor's use of the
be made for increasing the number of amendatory veto because it takes place
members of the Illinois Commerce largely out of public view. However, the
Commission, or for attaching a legislature is not without similar fault as
prohibition against expan~ a prison long as it continues to use the conference
work camp to an appropriations bill committee the way it does.
both of which were done by a conference
committee. Sucb actions subvert tbe
entire legislative process. There are no
DEFENDERS of the system cite three
hearings, no committee deliberation and reasons for its continuance: its
minimal floor debate. One legislator told necessity, the fact that real abuses are
us, "We might as well stay home until infrequent and the flexibility that
.June 30." Legislators end up making conference committees aDow leaders
decisions on conference reports even and members. These points have some
though they may have little idea about validity - the tax increase is one
what they contain.
situation where the device made tbe
passage of needed legislation possible.
IN CONTRAST to most Congressional
However, increased use of the conconferences, the majority of Illinois ference committee to bypass the normal
conferenr.es are "phantom" - they ch(;cks of the legislative process is
never meet. Instead,legislative staff , disturbing. We hope that legislative
members circulate reports for leaders will consider adopting rules
signatl.lres. Interest group represen- which would curb the ex~esses of contatives may be involved in the process- ference committees as they now
they may even belp to draft the reports. operate.

Bv Lori Neal
Siudent Writer

Doctor: Student~
ideal candidates
for donating blood

College student.;; are the most
ideal candidates for donating
blood, but many are re!uctant to
give because of the fear of
contracting diseases. according
to Dr. Lawrence Frisch, chief of
staff at the Health Service.
"There is no risk of contracting AIDS (Acquired Immunt: Deficiency Syndrome) or
any other disease from giving

blood. The only thing you come
in contact with :s a tourniquet,
alcohol to disinfect the area and
a needle. Elich needle is
disposable, sterilized and the
bag is used only once," said
Frisch.
The only problems en·
countered while giving blood
are fainting and occasional
soreness and bruises on the
arm, he said.
Fainting, which is rare, occurs for two reasons, Frisch

said.
First, the idea of giving blood
usually gets to easy fainters.
Second, the loss of blood may
affect the donor. Although a
donor gives 5 percent or le!ls of
total blood volume, it takes time
to replenish the fluid, Frisch
explained.
Unsure
studt:nts
aie
reassured by nurses and are
made as comfortable as
possible, said Muriel Narve,
director of the laboratory at the

health service.
"We talk to them, and answer
any questions they may have."
she said. "Giving blood should
be a positive experience."
What good does it do to give
blood?
"One heck of a lot of good,"
Frisch said. "The gilt of 1;100d is
lifesaving."
The Red Cross Blood Drive
continues through Friday from
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SPC Consorts
PRESEttTS

JOEWALSH
"ovem.ber 14 • 8pm
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SHrtYOCK AODITOrtlOM
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SEMINM

Tickets S10 & $13 ON SALE
AT THE STODENT CEHTER
CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE.

Sunday, Nov. 13 at 8 p.m.
Student Center Ballroom D
Free Admission
Sponsore(J by KODAK and SPC I=Y.~r .. ,.... i"A

NO CAf1ER4IS OR TAPE RECORDERS. _ _

s~\~

Kramer
\
vs.
Kramer

COLORADO

-6 nights accommodations at the Timber
Run Condominiums (Jan. 8·1 It)
-, day 11ft tickets at Steamboat
- Dally parties Including hot tub happy hoon
- Ski lessons at a dbcount

'I
~~

·Steamboat discount coupon book
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TONIGHT·
FRIDAY
7&9pm
$1.00
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Riel. lhe .,.".'or
to the 4th F'oor

~c;

Video Loun••
STUDENT
CENTER

Stgn up at the SPC Off,ce. 3rd floor Student Center or call 536-3393

New York City

I~
Thanksgiving Break Nov. 18·27

Scenes from
a Marriage

-7 Nlehts at William Sloane House YMCA
_ Motor Coach Bus Transportation
- $209 Plus $ 10 Dama,e D~posif
_ S50 Holds Your Spot '

7pm
$f.50

Student Center

Sign up in the SPC OfJice Today·
Only Six Seats Still Available.

GET INVOLVED.
Applications are being accepted
for the following SPC Chair
positions:
Center Programming
Promotions
*Vldeo

*

*

Pick up apphcations at the SPC Office,
3rd Floor Student Center.

Applications due Today by 5pm.

A

llnr~m5OImolrmnlOO CALL SPC· S DIAL-A-JOKE

AT 536-5556 ~oo6nooooooooooooooooo
Daily Egyptlau,

Nov~ber

I, 1983. Page
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SIRLOIN STOCKADE

Anniversary Steak Sale
50% OFF
Come help us celebrate our 1 year
anniversary with our
Super SpeCials
101 S. WalleCarbondale

549-1312

ATIENTION ALL RSO's

Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy
Paul WaH. Bob Howard and Roban Q'dace. left to right. rehearse for the play "So:abs."

Student-written plays explore
history, impact of labor disputes
Playwright Nava is a Herrin
native and ....as heard stories all

'By 'ferry Levecke
Entertainment Editor

his life about the coal miner's

union
dispute
with
strikebreakers.
"Every day I would pass
places where these things
happened," Nava said about his
childhood.
Nava said he is exploring the
impact of "Bloody Williamson"
- as the county where the
events occurr1'!d came to be
known - on the personal lives
of those involved and the conflict the boy has to deal with by
harboring a strikebreaker and
discarding everything he has See PLAYS, Page 7
learned. about community
sentiments.
At that time, Nava said,
"Preserving the unior. was
worth anything it took - even
murder - because it was
preserving their way of life.
"It deals with people, who at
any other time are law abiding,
regular Joes who become
murderers."
THURSDAY

Violence that erupts in ordinary people, labor disputes
from both sides of t....e picket
line:, and the effect.q of all this
on family life are explored in
two new plays that will be
presented by the Student
Theater Guild at the Laboratory
Theater in the Communications
Building at 8 p.m. Wednesday
through Friday.
"Scabs," a one-act play by
David Nava, senior in theater,
and a full-length play, "The
Burning" by Mike Phoenix,
graduate
student
in
playwrig!lting, were selected by
the guild for this fall's performances.
"Scabs" depicts the 1£22
Herrin massacre. in which ~
people were killed, from the
point of view of a young boy who
gets caught up in the violence
by helping to bide a
strikebreaker .
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THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO EITHER
DEADLINE. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
CONTACT BRANDON FREED, USO FINANCE
COMMISSIONER, AT 536-3381.
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THE DEADLINE TO PICK UP FY 8 1,.85 FEE
ALLOCA nON FORMS IS DECEMBER 9, 1983.
COMPLETED FEE AllOCATION FORMS MUST BE
l1JRNED IN BY FEBRUARY 15, 1984.

-

Th~WOrld\Middleweight
" CHAMPIONSHIP
t

The actors and costume
designer, Cheo" 1 Hall, senior in
theater, and director Karen
Kessler, senior in theater, did a
lot of research to bring
authenticity to theoerfromance, Nava said.
•
This is the first J.' 3y of Nav!! 's
that has been pflldueed. It is
aiso the fil 5t part of a trilogy of
one acts dealing with the
stormy history of Herrin. The
second play chronicles a shoot
out between the KIu Klux Klan
and anti· Klan forces in 192.').

FEE All.OCAnON FORMS FOR fY 84-85 ARE NOW
AVAD..ABLE. fORMS CAN BE PICKED UP AT lliE
USO OFFICE, 3RD FLOOR OF lliE STIJDENT CENTER. All GROUPS MUST SCHEDULE A HEARING
WHE.~ TI-lEY PICK UP THEIR FEE ALLOCAnON
FORM.

~5

HAGLER va DURAN
'. ~HURSDAY NOV. 10th .
LIVE ON GIANT SCREEN COLQ"R CLOSED CIRCUIT T.~.

SIU ARENA • CARBONDALE
.20-ALL SEATS RESERVED
Prwllmlnariea-l!V'.-A

a.-ale "WhIte ............................. DIcIuon

••
........

Juan 'Daml....' .ol_n We ....nk 'Th. AnlllMll'

MAIN BOUT·lf:30PM

TOMORROW NIGHT!
Call to ord.r now I
(618)..s3-5:Wl
Vlso & Mastercard accepted
Page 6, Daily Egyptian, November 9, 1983

~

•

SIU Arena

If you've ever wanted to take your favorite student out to
lunch but could never come up with an excuse for it,
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE!
On Thunday, Novemlnr 17, the Student Center pV!';S
you the opportunity to buy your lunch.•.and have your
favorite student eat for hee!
Be~'een 11:00am and 1:30pm, the Deli Epptian will
offer this spedal to SlU students and their instructon
upon presentation of both their LD.'a. You only pay for
the higher pri«Ci meal.
So thank 'em, feed 'em, promise 'em an "A"•.•wbatever
the reason, don't miss
.
TAKE A STUDENT TO LUNCH, Thunday, November
17, l1:00am to 1:30pm
. Special APplies to Professors t Aulst .. nt .nd An«1.ne Profn:lOt"l,
.nd F'Kultl' Instructors anly • .CoordiMted by the Student Cent.,.
food Serviee .. lind the Student Center brei.

.---------------------~-------~~---

Charges filed

PLAYS from Page 6
The third deals with a family
involved with gangster Charlie
Beiger. who was the last man to
be hangE'd in Illinois.
"The Burning" by Mike
Phoenix is a violent play about a
labor dispute from the point of
view of a union leader. Jack
Moore. It is set in a logging
camp in the Pacific Northwest.
"It depicts the tension and
conflict that arise from being
out of work while trying to hold
a family and strike together,
and still maintain dignity and
worth." Phoenix said.
The play is based more on a
psychological aspect than the
historical recount of events like
"Scabs." Phoenix said. j;!clt
Moore faces personai conflict of
"selling out" by taking up wood
cdrving to make money for his
family to survive.
It is a violent and profanityriddled play. Phoenix said, and
the Laboratory Theater is a bit
confining, becal <;e ihe audience
is so close to the stage. For
that reason. much of the
violence that was supposed to
take place on stage has to occur
off-stage.

P~oenix, whose "Crossing
Jordan" was produced last fall,
said. "I tried to develop a
suspenseful. complex plot. It
started out as an exercise. to
see if 1 could do it. but 1 got so
interested in it. I kept with it."
Ph::>enix is a native of Oregon.
and worked in a logging camp
and was a union member. The
play comments on "how people
stop cummunicating because of
pride and when that happens,
eveilts can take liver their
lives."
Phoenix
said.
The play is dire-.:ted by Lars
Timpa. senior in theater.
A guest adjudicator from the
American College Theatre
Festival will be prp!<pnt to illriP"P
the plays.
Admission to the performance is $1.

Charges of involuntary
manslaughter were filed in
Jackson Countv Circuit Courl
Tuesday against two Carbondale men arrested Sundc.v
for the shooting death of a 2/;Yl''lr-old man.
Michael R. Reichert. of
Brookside Manor. 1200 E.
Grand Ave .. was pronounced
dead with one gunshot wound to
the ehest shortlv after the incident. which oCcured at 1:30
a.m.. Carbondale police said.
Larry ,I. Halliday. 20. of
Route 3. dnd Nelson R. Imhoff.
22. of Route I. were arr~sted an
hour later.
Hallidav remained in Jackson
Counlv Jail under ;;20.<HH' hond
Tuesday night. Imhoff was
released from jail Tuesday
after posting 10 percent of a

~c VIDEO
Tonight thru Friday
DUSTIN
HOFFMAN

TL~ERYL STREEP

I

$5.')(KI h ..1lI1

7&9pm
$1.00

Grant received for Romanian law study
Political science professor
Horace Jacobini has received a
research gram through an EastWest exchange
program
sponsored by the International
Research and Exchange Board.

~

.nramer.
vs•
Kramer

Jacobini. former director of
the Center for Vietnamese
Studies. will use the grant to
stun" ~rlministratIve law in
Romania. Jacobini will spend
eight months there beginning in
December.

Ride the elevator to the
4th floor Video Lounge
Student Center
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BROADWAY'S SMASH HIT MUSICAL!
BEST MUSICAL 1982 TONY AWARD NOMINEE

UNDER FIRE

NICOLETTE
LARSON

0-11rll
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JONATHAN
EDWARDS
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HENRY GROSS
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$13.00, 11.50, 10.50

S~ryock

A
W

AurutOXlUm Cel~btity S~ries .

B01[ office o~n M~through Fri~Y. 11-30 Llp_
8:00 p.m. Mall and credit-cat<!. phone ordeN
accepted Monday through F1'lIt«3'. 8:00 Lm. to 8:00
p.rn.. For more infonnation call '(iI18) 453-3378.
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David Wilcoxian (Library)
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Winning Groups and Individuals

Phi Beta Sigma who won fraternity com~ti~on
Alpha Gam ma Delta who won Sorority division
The Black Togetherness Organ. won campus group
Big Brothers-Big Sisters won community group
Pamela Humes, adult individual winner
Stephanie Dentmc n youth individual winner
semrr Fidelia Society collected most extraneous

Century Sports Inc.
Renfro First National Bank
William Blyer (Student Recreation Center)
Jim Pearl
University Book Store
Steve Hatter (WTAO)
Gusto's
Laroma Pizza
Jackson's Hot Dogs (Chicago Style)

fl~

~j~~jl

t~:~

And Entertainment
Tumble Town U.S.A. gymnastics team
Black Fire Dancers
Saluki Shakers
Spectra Rock Group
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'Theater night'
to help center
I

~-~-.n~~--~---49~R-h~~~m-:-Y.-.---------------------·---'
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1
5 Prison
9 Weasel
14 Greenbelt
15 Hot minerai
16 - d'hote
17 Instrument
18 Adjustment
20 Potion
21 COl"alner
22 Effaces
23 BUllring
25 Fur source
27 Forage crop
29 Mortar tray
30 Classify
34 Serpent
36 Wielded
38 Anla
39 Winding
flight
·'2 Of sound
quality
43 P.I.lsland
44 Protection

By Lisa Nichols
Staff Writer

In an effort to raise funds for
the Eunna C. Hayes Chilli. Care
Center, the Sweethearts of Iota
Phi Theta Fraternity will
present "A Night at the
Theater" at 7 p.m. Thursday at
the Eunna C. Hayes Center.
Joe Edward Doss, a member
of the graduate student chapter
of the fraternity, is assisting
Evelyn Koine, president of the
Parent Council of the Child Care
Center, in putting the show
together.
Doss said the program will
consist of two one-act plays and
two choreopoems which will be
performed by the Sweethearts
as a community service project.
A choreopoem, Doss explained, is a dramatic
presentation built around .:
poeJ:l. Instead of one person
reading a poem aloud, a group
of people make a skit out of the
pi~ The two choreopoems to
be presented are "Changes"
and "When the Revolution
Came."
Doss wrote "Heroes," one of
the plays to be presented.
"Her..-.es" centers around four
characters representing a bigtalking organization that accomplishes very little. "The 1st
Militant Minister," a play involving a dialogue between a
minister and a burglar, will also
be presented.

45"-o'clock
scholar"
46 By
47 Ditto

d ay 's
p UZZ Ie

51 Puccini work
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~ ~:Sly
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60 Examine
611nYlnClbie

63 Spanish
Vlist
64 h.,11an CIty

65 Sk,1In
66 Wlt!!;n: prat.
67 ThOlN' who

0
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Puzzle answers
are on Page 17

do: sun.
88 NUI'S'J
69 Brit:sh gun

'flLlQ~

:o;LlJUlllJ¥hia qpm,~

IYJWN
1 Footless
!'nlmais

~ ~-;

Hades
4 B.C. river
5 Tell all
6 Wireless
7 Tsar
8 Opening
9 Bart or
Belle 10 Bye-bye
11 Sashes
12 Agave

"""""""""'''T':'''-r:"-'

13 Honor cards

40 Operated

26 Right now
28 Pipe fitting
30 Pouch
31 Multl-Colored
32 Increase
33 Woody plent
34 "Thin Man"
dog
35 Speckle
37 Key
38 Goodie

48 Lichens
49 Resources
50 Girl's name
52 - blanche
53 Mr. Dvorak
54 Totals
55 Weave
56 Talented
57 Wrench
59 Lustful
62 Behave
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Oasis Lounge
Pr•••nts

Ladl•••lght
Every Wednesday Night
SPC ta~g applications for positions

fi m_ie students and

IS directed by William Siener.
The concert will feature renditions of pieces from such
noted composers as John
Phillip Sousa, William Hill and
Richard Strauss.
Also featured in Wednesday
night's concert will be a performance by William Hammond on French horn. Hammond is a new faculty member
in .~ School of Music. _

I

I

Wind Ensemble
to play at Shryock
A University Wind Ensemble
concert, sp,:,nsored by the
School of Music and the CoUege
of Communications and Fine
Arts, will be held at 8 p.m.
~::=:!:r.
at
Shryock
'!be wind ensemble is com-

I

'" 16.
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I
I
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The Student PI'Ogramming

Council is accepting applications for chait" positions of
center
programming,
promotions and video.

AppUe8tiODS btay be picked
up in the SPC Office on the third
floor of the Student Center.

D~lnk Specials for the Ladles

And Complimentary Flower

Guy. & Gal. Dancing
Fashion Show

Deadline for returninlC applications is 5 p.m_ Wedne&<fay.

Arnold'. Market

I

Field Sliced Deli Ham -' .
$Z. 751lb.
Field Smoked Pork Chops
$1.99Ilb.
Gallon Z% Milk
$1.49
1h Gallon Indian River Orange Juice

By the Modeling Conspiracy
of Herrin

Homemade Cider Available
Located Ius' 1 % Mil. . south of
campus on 51. Open 7 dap . . . . . . !f;:J\~.J:~~~~
. 7 .... to

EVERY WEDNESDAY
~·s.

Women·sW

JacMIs. Ja'sM.

T-Shi'fs. Ha1s...
Gusto's

New Location

u/

HrrAIL ff ON

TO

mSCQIIID
"C,rHnIIl,', Rnut
DEEP PAN PIZZA"
LUNCH SPECIAL
11:00-2:00

TTlYA COOD
OLESUCE .
&
SODA"SUDS

'r
We've Movecl
To 102 W. ColI!HUl

9

FREE DELIVERY
529-4130
/MtrtS:tIIIJ
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thethin
best
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every
Including th e price
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0\E1 OR REGULAR PEPS\ fREE,
SUGAR fREE OR REGUlAR

KROGER All MEAT

Dr. Pepper

~

Stick Bologna

38

8

c

PLUS

OEPosn

16-01.
Btls.

J
FROZEN
eno's E

COUNTRY CLUB

Kroger
Cottage Cheese

WAFER

SLICED MEATS

~.4gc 6.~
(All YAIIIETE)

.

Pizza R~7'sor

PIr,.·

24-01.
Ctd.

. KROGER

l

Old Fashioned
White· Bread
GOLDEN RIPE

3

CS

r<,

16-01.

DOLE
BANANAS

.

S-A'U·;!·~7~-.;~·OfTSA~:·S~\RVI·C~

CARBONDAL~ST

. HaWAIIAN

C

Pte

~9lB"~.
p:~r.,~
ALM~'NIA
..Ii"
FRUIT

IGIIT. NOV. 12. liIUTYOUIfIl;NDLY II

• 2421 W. MAIN
CI.RBONDALE

lARGE SIZE

IACH

"--AD-EFF-EO-IYE-'HR-U

• ROUTE 13 E

T'l8piwl FrwU ·S-It. .

91c 2 $1
SA~~E8H:'~~10

""

OGUSTDlICONV;"NllYLOCATlDAt'

MON.SUN.
- 9 a m 9·
• .- p.m. p.m.

-
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c;rbondale's Original Deli

Free Lunch Deliveries

~~ 11 .. 1:30
'",
rr. 549..3366 (~
'

,"-.SUbs.saladS. ,_~ .

2>

• Cheesecake. Quiche.

,'
I

Join our

LIFESAVING TEAM
'.
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Forestry Club No.1 at event
By Joyce Vonderheide
Starf Writer
SIU·C's Forestry Club
recently won the 32nd Annual
Midwest Foresters Conclave for
the f:rst time.
The club garnered 39 points at
the conclave, held in Monticello,
outdistancing the closest
competitor, Purdue University,
by more than 10 points. The
conclave consists of such events
as one- and two-man crosscut
sa~, log rolling, and speed
choppmg with an ax, team
captain Tom Dearlove said.
The closest SIU-C ever came
to winning was l'1St year whert
they received third place,
Dearlove said.
About 25, SIU·C students

lro~ciI2~e:~!lsstr:e:h~

Midwest region, including the
University
of
Illinois,
Southeastern Dlinois College,
Ohio State University and Iowa
State University.
Dearlove said the conclave

serves as a social event for the
sc!tools involved, allows
demonstration of physical skills
and is a source of rivalry bet·
ween schools.
"Missouri has bee') dominant
for the last few years,"
Dearlove said. This year the
University of Missouri won
fourth place.
The club began practicing for
the different events in September, Dearlove said.
Each school is responsible for
bringing its own equipment.
This year SIU-C had a new oneman crosscut saw, "like the old
lumberjacks used," Dearlove
said.
SIU-C won first place in five
events, second place in four
events and fourth place in two
events.
First·place winners in the
two·woman crosscut saw
competition
were
Beth
Crr, wshaw
and, Renee
B\1.Jchard. Randy Davenport
and Mike Provost tied with John
Guziec ~nd Matt McGowan for

the top spot in the two-man
crosscut saw contest.
Provost also won first place in
the bolt throw, in which a six·
foot·long piece of wood is
thrown as far as possible, while
Dearlove had the fasteet time in
the one·man crosscut saw
event.
,
In the pulp toss competition,
Chris Johnson, Wayne Mc·
Cormick, Kevin Schultz and
Guziec were the first·place
team. In the pulp toss, Dearlove
explained, the four·person team
attempts to t..'irow a four-footlong log 30 feet through the
space between two posts.
As the competition winner,
SIU-C received a chainsaw and
a traveling oak plaque,
Dearlove said.
The U of l.was host for this
year's conclave. Next year's
host is Ohio State. Dearlove
said, and SIU-C ~Jl host the'
1985 conclave. Organization for
tb.. conclave begins about a
ye~' in advance.

GPSC to discuss fees at meeting
The
Graduate
and
Professional Student Council

said the athletics fee is being
discussed again because the
vote w.'ts indecisive and several
in the Student Center to discuss representatives were absent
athletics, revenue bond and from the last mPeting.
health service fees.
Wolf also sa1d GPSC Vice
When the GPSC last met Oct. President Dan Venturi had
26, it voted 22 to 19 for no in- received several calls on the
crease in the athletics fee, athletics fee from represen·
following a presentation by tatives, and had called others to
Bruce
Swinburne,
vice determine directions to go with
president for student affairs, the fee issue.
aDd lengthy discussion.
GPSC voted on six resolutions
Geri Wolf, secretary of GPSC, on the athletics fee in its

will meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday

. The council will discuss the
health service fee and a possible
increase in the revenue bond
fee, both carried over from its
last meeting. The GPSC is also
expected to consider and approve constitutional revisions.

$1.00 oH any size pizza

I
I
I
• Thin style Pizza
I .De~p Pan Pizza

I~

I
I
I
I

,,"0.

549-0718

..

•

Stuffed Pizza

Sandwiches
Italian Beef
Sausage
. Burgers
Subs
And much more

Coupon good thru 11/9.11/18

~--------------------------~
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November 7 -II 10:00- ~O
BaIlrooms ABC & Gallery Lounge
STUDENT CENTER

~lil

Lt~ ....111_

SPO""SOAEO B't:
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Arnold Air Society

AliA
III

WCIL-FM Welcomes You
To the

aw

RAMADA INN'S
SOUNOJR,6O(

Friday
Night

WITH LIVE GO GO DANCERS
(From the Modeling Conspiracy)

Saturday Night
Cruise Thru The Decodes
7pm-9pm Big Band Music
9pm-l0:30pm 50's - 60's Music
10:30pm-ll :30pm 70's Music
11 :30pm-Closing Top 40 80's Music

meeting Oct. 26. In the three
closest votes, GPSC voted 20 to
21 to oppose a $5 fee i:lcrease, 19
to 22 to support a $5 increase,
and 22 to 19 to support no in·
crease in the fee.

I----------------~----------I
I Covonv·s: II Pizla Change·1
I
Clip out this ad for

I

,)

BLOOD DRIVE

Foresty students John GnDec and Matt McGowan practice their log·rolling techclque.

Group gets saw, oak plague

,)

.:

SEXUALITY:

Th_ Mal_
Viewpoint
--~,.A WORKSHOP

BY AND FOR MEN

Explore what it means to be a
male in the 80's.
Join us for a discussion of sexl.lol
myths, sex roles end health
. issues of concern to men.
Thursday, November 10, 7-9pm
Ohio Room, Student «;:enter.

prices good thru Nov. 12, lS63-we reserve the right to jim It-none soletto dealers

IIB'·:~.,·
~

.-'~;'

j.~

all pUrpose

Pillsbury~

6~

..

flour fi1_~n_&$20~
senior citizens with $10 pu-chase

=='====::::-.=-=-:1"----

~---- -------------------

units of 41bS. or more,
fresh, regular

ground

beef
Washington State extra fancy

.
red
'delicious
apples.
Lb.

Wesson
oil
""'-'-'--'-480Z,
btl.

162
iii

purch... - '• .nlor citizen. with 510 purcha ..

natiCilai'S

Tern2'rIean, fresh,
pork butts I"\I'V'I,
cuI inlo

tAo" n.

steaks

.79

USDA inspe<:ted. whole

~:

\\'\. american
AMIERIICAN

of ':,:.

.99

- s.nior citl:n..,. with 510 purchase

Freshlike

beets. carrots, cream or
whole golden corn

tl.89
triple the

difference

low price guarantee

.99
wa~
99

California new crop

lb.bulk •

" you lind lower prices overal (excluding specials) at any other supermarket which fills aI your
needs. fresh meat. produce, dc:iir/, grocery, etc. -National will pay you triple the difference, in cash!
FlI'ot shop National, buy 1 each of at least 25 different items, totalirg $20.00 or more. Then
compare prices on the same items at any other supermar1tet, " their total is lower, bring y<u
itemized National receipt and the other market's prioos to National's store manager and «a'll pay you
triple the difference, in cash!
National. low prices you can berlElve in ...
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Students to live as Greeks did
during s_udy~abroad progralll
By Sheila Rogen
Staff

Writer

Students will build a ship and
weave a sail for it and will make
instruments to measure the
earth's circumference the way
the ancient Greeks did as part
of a program of study abroad
next spring and summer.
The idea. as explaineii by
Robert
Hahn,
assistant
professor of philosophy who is
directing the interdisciplinary
program, is for students to
experience how life was in
ancient Greece by actually
living and working as the
Gl-eeks did.
Slide shows and discussions to
inform students about the
program and how to apply for it
will be presented by Hahn at 7
p.m. W..'<lnesday in Lawson 201
and at noon Thursday in Morris
Auditorium.
A four-week course is planned
from May 17 to Jun~ 14. A threeweek course is offered from
June 14 to July 6, Two-week
courses will be held from June
14 to June 29 and June 28 to July
13.

"We want to offer to students
a program at a state university
which was thought to be
available only at private
schools," said Hahn, whose
specialty is Greek philosophy
and the history of science.
He describes the project as
"both an archaeology of ideas
and an expedition."
"The archaeology of ideas is
an attempt to uncover stages in
development
of
a
the

civilization which ultimately led
In the origins of rational
thinking," he said. "The ex~tion is both a physical
Journey through the mainland
and islands of Greece and
Simultaneously an intellectual
search for our own origins."
Hahn said the seminar
planners sought entertaining
but serious wavs te engage
students in l<:;,.rning. When
students study biological
classification and the history of
medicine, fer example. they
will go snorkeling for sponges
·on Kos.
Building of a ship also will
take place at Kos, under
direction of John Bobell,
assistant professor of industrial
educaribn. The sail will be
woven at various places in
Greece, bat will end up at
Paros. Hahn said that he plans
on getting the ship in the water
once it is completed and
students will be tallght
navigation.
T!le circumferencp of the
earth will be measured at
Samos
and
Kos
with
astronomical tools that the
students will make. At thP
island of Delos, students will
perform classical drama at a
theater that is 2,500 years old.
Eight SIU-C faculty members
will accompany the group,
. along with faculty from Greek
universities and special lecturers, Hahn said. Joan
O'Brien, associate professor of
classical studies, will teach a
C9urse in studies titleod "Goddess Worship and Women in

Transportation to Chicago
available for Thanksgiving

Greek Myth.'
Other SIU-C faculty taking
part are Mark Johnson,
philosophy; John McIntyre,
education; GI'eg Morey-Gaines,
zoology; Sandra McMorris
Johnson, fine arts, and Don G.
Smith, education.
Sixteen to 18 people per
seminar will be able to make
the trip, :nd enrollment is
limited, Hahn said. So fllr, eight
have signed up.
Other sites to be visited in-'
clude Delphi, Santorini, Athens,
Epidaurus. Olympia, Mycenae:.
Crete. Mykonos, Ephesus,
Priene, Miletus, and Samos,
de"lending on which seminar is
attended.
Graduate and undergraduate
courses can be taken in
philosophy, classical studies,
education, art, vocational
~ucation and zoology. Three to
SIX credits can be earned. The
cost of the trip ranges from
$1,368 to $1,759 pilL'! roundtrip
transportation costs of about
$800,
on v:hich
seminardpppnding
IS taken. The price
includes lodging, all transportatiOD in Greece to course
.locatiods by air, bo;tt and
motorcoach; all lectures, tours,
museum fees, demonstrations
'and tutorials, and dinners and
breakfasts. Tuition costs are not
included.
Hahn has directed four other
trips similiar to this one, and
this is his second at SIU-C. He
received his doctorate from
Yale University. He has taught
at Harvard, the University of
Texas, Brandeis and Yale.

sm professor to talk at Harvard
An exhibition of films and
memorabilia about Russian
film director Sergei Eisen.~~ein,
to be pre,,;ented at HarviLl J.
Univprsity in Cambridge,

Mass .• this month. will include a
touch of Southern Dlinois.
Professor emeritus Herbert

and one will be shown after
MarshaU's speech.
Marshall
said
the
memorabilia to be exhibited

cor.tain~tiIls and caricatures
done by 'Eisenstein - one of
'

Marshall himself.

He said he will also be
promoting his two books
"Crippled
Creative
Biographies," and "Immoral

~e~~:.=~~:s~~~~!~.:~~h

has been traDslated by

shall.

Mar-

With Thanksgiving Break advance. Tickets are available
looming on the horizon. many at the ticket outlet, 715 S.
students are scrambling 10 find Univer~;tty Ave. on The Island.
trjlnsportation home.
GuU Transport runs two
bUSl:1I a day to Chicago' at a
Chicago area stud'c?nts may ticket price: of $31. 70 one-way. It
take advantage of The Student also provides transportation
Transit. which runs to Chicago from Carbondale to Springfield
and its suburbs each weekt!nd, for $18.10, Carbondale to
leaving every Friday at 2 pm. Bloomington for $25 and CarRoundtrip tickets ,.ost $49.75, or bondale to Indianapolis Ind. for
$39.75 i,f pur('hased one week in $42.80.
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C... I... Ma.rla,e Certificate)
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, ...1... Divorce Deer...,
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APPEARING THIS WEt:t<£ND

FRIDAY-JACKIE MARTIN MND
SAT. BLACK MOUNTAIN MND
wl1t!DaIMlllGnnt

TO •••••VI A TAaLI CALL 549..221
Remember Fred's ~or Christmas ParfioSi>

DICOIl PHOTOeYllIEO

Used Equipment I,ulletln
Check This Bulletin Each Week To Find
Out Whpt's Available In Our Used Equipment
Dept. All Used Goods Carry A Dicor 45 Doy Warranty.

Vivitar 8 5-8 55mm
Vivitar 81-A 55mm

$4.99
~. 99

Q Tiffen 53mm Skylight

MarshaU, director of the Center
for Soviet Studies located in Grant to provide freshman scholarships
Carbondale,
will
supply
Eisenstein memorabilia and
"the SIU Foundation has which is funded by gifts from
deliver a speech titled awarded SIU-C a $100,000 8I'ant alumni and friendE., (~nabled the
"Eisenstein in Retrospect" at for Presidential ScholarshIps to University to present 71 freshthe No". 17 exhibit on campus at be given to 200 incoming fresh- men with $500 scholarships for
Harvard University.
men.
the 1983-84 academic ypar.
MarshaU Goldman, associate
Private gifts have ,ilso been .
director of the Russian
This is the second grant that used by the foundation- to
Research Center at Harvard. SIU-C has received to reward establish National Merit
said the university has a outstanding academic Scholarships of $500 for four
collection of Eisenstein films achievement. The program, academic y~.

C'

$3.99 ;:;

C

-

2

Hoya 55mm Polarizer
::- Hoya 80B 72mm
0 Hoya 77mm UV Filter
,... 01
50
M
n ympus mm aero
Olympus 35-70mm
A. Yashica .'lAF 35
Itt Yashica Auto Focus
Yashica FX-3 Body
~ Vivitar 135mm Nikon mt. A.I.
ViVitar75_205 Nikon mt. A.I.
Canon 155A Flash
Con0n.35mrnF2.0. ~ ~ .
Hanimex 35mm Univarsal mt.
Minolta XO-ll w/M:nolta 1.7 lens
M:nolta winder D

$8.99 '"
$19.99
$19,99
"
$129.99 Cl
$169.99
$49.99 ::
$89.99 C;
$59.99 m
$39.99 0
$99.99
$39.99
$129.99
$:)9.99
$27 4.99
$)9.99

%
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529-3022
Murdale
Shopping .
. .'
.
Center
. . . ."
1713 w. Main
"fHi".jTI'--;'1,(i
-

~

401 Drafts
W••Stand I_rftlast
THURS through SUt.

$2.00 Pitcher
Special of the manth

Black &. White
Russians

95¢

't;;='

SO$ IliwENBRAU
70~ Seagrams

$1.75

r3lct
o H:.,:=-1"
"
ny
deuveJ
OO

1

I .•
I
I

IVIt t 1ooL. ,
•

lIy •

406 s. latInol.

Nt-ftH

Not. valid on

or Beerblut Sub.

Good 11/9/83·11/23/83

L.----~COUPON---.
.
-
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HOURS:
Mo n-ThUfr.,! •

FtUday

Sat.

• •fiiiiil.IOO

10:00a-8:00p
10:00a.-7:00p
12 no 0 n- 7: OOp

out 06 101 Vai./lut.L~I'~

Bean & Bacon Soup
"The ta.6:te 06 home." ~.OV.!£

111 oz. can
the only popcoltn thumpell. ea.t6!

FII.u..U Cockta.ii •••

It U1Il

~.......................

_ITh,"tlr !loUMe.l.6 .to a Blu.tc.h C.innamon V..i..bk

06

goodn.UI~!

xt:tw. Act:.i.ol1 T.ide!

J. 19

1. 03

.Folt an .inex,l'JeM..tve whoiUlome meal eat: MmoWl CIUli .85

.Show

/jOWl

ca.t

/jail

calle with Nine Li vUl

.4 J

.(;envric Long Glta..i.n Rice. - iUl~ DU)eM..tve but e.VVI.!I b.U M good .64

.The me.U.ow ltOMte.d 6l.avoll. 06 a.U-pUltpo~e. gll...i.nd ('-e.nvUc c066ee.
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Mobile Homes

..Cla!l!llfied lnlormatloD Rates
•• 15 Word M!lIim.m

1979 HONDA CX·500 Custom. Like
new, 8,000 miles. $1200 with
helmet. ~1329.
3324Ac59

12x60 MOBILE HOME. Localed in
Frost Mobile Home Park off of
Pleasant Hill Road. Alrea" un-

m1!~':ar:l"'~~ cents per word

1981 YAMAHA SECA 750. High
Il"!rfonnance header. Runs like a

~:::Jiml~~~r.~OI6.lncludes

TWo Day_' c:euts per word, per

Mr;. Oay.-S

1980
KAWASAKI
750-LTD.
Drivabl!j but needs cosmetic work.
Must see. Call Lee for details. 4572920.
3394Ac65

c:euts

, All Classified Advertising must
. be M'ped and processed before

!:'hli:~~ rri~: ~~~ I

after 12:00 nOOll will go in following
.' day's publication.
'lbe DIIBy Egypt"D caDD. be
.: flespoD.ible for more thaD one
,. day" incorrect iD.erUoD. Ad'vertillerll are responslhle for

4:~

m-

I

Miscellaneous

1;'/8 YAMAHA XS400, Comes with

!

="'y~fo~~;':dwrstP::::n!::i'

your ad, call 536-3311 before h::'"
DOOII for aDcellalion Ia the Dut
• day'slNue.
.
j

.

I ~he;~:.t~5g~rs~tJ~'b~Ii)e:CkG::9~
I'

m~:~wJ:~~11:~'e;!.~~~
the rate applicable for the number

must be ,.
paid in advance exc~ !:;o- those
· accounts with establiShed credit.. 1

FOR SALE

I

·~~:T.~~~~!t~~,:r!1
i

i

I

SWEATSHIRTS!

~~tt:.? ~~r:~~) ~aJ~~~:~~!h
~ru~:Y! tiS~or~~i~~r?I~~~~i\~l

each£.r.t~id &00 check to LMG,

~t~e~c':tkll~:60er~i085~l.

3147Af65

YAMAHA
SALE!

~iR'ecrr~~i'

B2948Af58

COLLEGE

3918.
3447Ac62
1!r19 KA WASAKI. KZ400. Excellent
condition. Must sell. Call 549-1680.
3452Ac59

;·:f~~ ~ a:o:::t~~na!!~a~r~!-I

'73 AUDI FOX, Must sell. Well
maintained. 1200 mi. on rebuild
Very clean. $1600, ~2942.
.
3328Aa63
1!r16 PINTO. GOOD condition, new
(M!rts, 56,000 miles, 26 mpg. $1250
OBO. 549-.2997. Keep tryi~58

549-4!r18.

1976 YAMAHA 400IT Enduro.

of insertions it appears. There will

. Automobll..

JENNY'S ANTIQUES ... used
furniture. Carbondale. Buy and
sell. Old Route 13 WE:st. Turn south
Midland Inn Tavern, go 3 miles.

.. SPIDER WEB." BUY and sell

::egl~lIIJ:~t~~f.;:g.antique~~~go

~~~t~~~:i~c~~~.~~~J~:

Discounts up to .40%
on all-new carryover
models.

3402Af59

80-81-82-83

USED BlKES
60 to 1000cC .
From $250.00 UP

~:~in:fs~a~dly ~ ~~Yi~

1974 CHEVY IMPALA, 4 dr., hard
~~9.v!ry good condition. =A~i

.

3473Ag60

T.V_REPAIR
FlEE ESTIMATES
9O-DAY GUARANTEE
. RENT NEW T. V:5 S<tIWK

SEE US FOR

Apple. IBM It Osborne

Real Estat.

Microcomputers

WANTING TO BUILD? Beautiful

~~IT~~ge Hills, Car~~~

:.-ra:::.ic,

!::!~Al-:;:l.A

OWNERS MUST SELL, make
offer-homes from $18,1)00-$80,000.
We can help arran~finanClDg ..
Can for details. Cen
21-House
of Realty, Carbondale,
3521.
B3081Ad62

:ro:t;a' !!:'cl

~~m~ c:oodition~

LAKE

':;:' ~Oo~.:r05~t off~i~

4795.

=

~~!u:r~N!. =r~~d

=&!";~if~:t'~
3358Ad58

tract. 549-3850.

;ro~~aski~~~s;;~er,
.

~~~~~~"!fie:(blC;:~:n

~~

~rchase rentallDli~

!mt~~Tn::,S~~:"::c::lPee::l

r=.~~buNI'n:::.es\frt:es ~D
lI~ysboro~-f226. B3195A1f1

Pa,e i4:"i);iiy -~. NoVembe..

(;ALLJIM LAMUItT
LAM. . . . . .ALlY
7UD W. MIIIn. CAMONDAU
549-3375.
9,"1.-,
•....-.....-~-~-~-'==-~-~~;-I

I

NEWER ONE BEDROOM, furnished, 313 E. Freeman. $230-

MURPHYSBORO.
ONE
BEDROOM ulifurnished~-

:~~_~~~~ c;tlo~:ll.

CARBONDALE
D~COUNT
HOUSING. One bedroom fur-

Sporting Goods

::;,Shets ~r~Te~Y!;~~:! ~~~~~~
of .ramada Ir.n on Old RL 13 West.
B3438Ba77
Call. 684-4145.

PARKTOWN APTS.

Musical

Perfect fe, profesSionals. 800 sq. It ..
2 Bedroom -"",",I. Air. <orpeted.
palio. lighted parking o"d <able TV
Behind Carbondale CI,,'i<.

~~ed~~W~8"TV·~Te'l~8!:
be~inners

in most other

L:~5I.=~u~~-;1!J
as

~'!~~I~I':lA:a

MAX ELL UDXL 90

$2.75 EACH
TDKSA90
$2.49 EACH

-2

3442Ba63

12 FT. ALUMINUM, V-hllll boat.
$150. 457-0591.
~9Ak58
HOMEMADE JON IlOAT trailer.
$50.00.457-0591.
3370Ak58

st~es,

W~~,nfs,~~~ical. Ca:M..9tn~

iental!l~~~~:;IsB:~r:1,~Jl~entl

stuoio. Full line of muscial ac
cessories. Unbelievable prices!
Digital Dela'y MXR, $30"0. Tube
ltar Slana!!: $18~~ All strings
.99. Sound l;ore Music, 715 S.
niversity, on the Island 457-5641.
3152An65

~

WOODRUFF SERVICES
457-3321
Now laking Fe-II and Spring <ontrocls
/or efficiencies. 1 bedroom and 2 bed-

room opt. 3 blOCkS from Campus. No
pets.
I'

G .... WIIII .. _ , ....... h
!,~.;J S. Unl_nlty
0'.7941 549-2454

Now ••ntlng FOr Fall

.... aa. toc.n,u.

RICKENBACKER 'l'.o SCALE 6
string electric, tril':~ pick-up
black and white~Lennon :eplica)

4-1edroom: 405 5:fIeverage

3--..-:3035..........
406 Chetry Court
.'05.A.h

:M~~I~~~O:lryi~:US ca~~

~~~~,t!~:in!i~ °34r~

(l:ieadCleaner/RubberTreatm.nt)

$6.95
ALLSOP ULTRALINE 3
CASSETTE CLEANING
CARTRIDGE

barns. plus 10·,tall hone
bam. A real bargain

.. AitERNATORS AND STAR-

~~~a.~edF:ev:~~~~ $~~~~~'"lnl~~'

1-1edroom:.406 5. Unlwnify 13

:iJt..1112.

PEA VY CLASSIC AMPUFIER.

~~!~: $1fs°U~~zS~:S~

~~I~tring, $175,

Call ~~

Now Renting fOf' foil and Spring.
£lficiencltts and 1 bedroom opl•. No
pels. laundry facilflles.

I

~I.

(2 bib. from Campue)

.1............

....2454 07·7941

Ap.rtments
ONE ... TWO bedrooms furnished,
carpet, no ~ts. Two bedroom
unfurnished duplexes, also. ~
1735, 457~.
30148859
DUNN APARTMENTS NOW
leasing furnished one bedroom
apartments for spring and summer. Pool, tennIs court, laun-

~D1Jtih:~a~~er:rurS:Sry: :HI

find. For more informatIon call
529-9472 or sto~nd see 250 S.
~ri~~' 1 -4pm, ~'t:b
BE READY FOR winter, 2

4O-ACRES.fenced and cross-.
fenced with two bedroomhome, heat.pump and ""'frol
air. One-acre pond. Two pole

IMPALA,

~~~~fJ::r;i~~~bo~\:~lO ~:lr~

1596,549-6207 or 457·7370. 3420Ba66

RALEIGH COMPETITION GS,
Campy, 531 tubing. Cinelli, helmet.
extras, like new. $600. 453-2281 or
54~~.
3468Ai60

AS LITTlE AS $90.00 A MONTH
WITH THE APPlE CREDIT PLAN.

TEAC RECORDER
CLEANING KIT

CO.DENAREA

~~'.w~:n:.~~
Parts & Servlc..

. RebufJden, Marion, D. AU wort
guaranteed. Can 1-997-4611 or

==

:abre~eS8ible, 1-':~~~

1m CHEVY BELA.!l1 .~\..1976
Chevy ImD8la, $600. _ . Dotb
Rim Good".
.
347OAa59
CHEVROLET

w

M~J'N~F~ed:S~~~~

VW BEETLE 1970. Good condibon.
_ O. B. O. 453-2243 ext. 50 or 45752B aft. 7pm..
3469Aa60

1974

r:

same block.
(:.~~: 453-4301 (days)

mecbaDieal condition. $1695. 5497861.
3464AaIiO

:am~. ~~~t seme1jt~2~1~t.

MUST SELL. 1983 Buffet R13
Clarinet. Used once. Brand new
condition! 549-772t, even~iAnst

CAssrnE
RECORDER
SPECIALS

MURPHYSBORO. 4 BEDROOMS•
Completely remodeled interior.

~~. 549-7335 d~ir~

TREK 728 WITH Avocet triple
·crank. Campy BB, platform
pedals. Fenders, blackbUrn rack
and bottle cage included. $700
O. B. O.
3428Ai62

FOR RENT

availabr.li,ooo or best offer. 90
pen:ent fmancing available at 12
pen:ent over 10 year tenn. Phone
549-3002 after ~ for app,omtment
to see. Thisisa rgain'B~d60

1'1971 VEGA. GOOD en.gine. Only
·~~~es. New front t~

Lease. no pels. 54~7381. B3422Ba66

3191Ad67

r4a~e:ro!lta~~,::~~\~~ ~rer

,'tffll.

.

3-

CRAB ORCHARD LAKE. 40 acres,

. ~~":~l'!~'~:i~:n~~J.ht
: steering, air,
or best. l-llIl8i 8662.
.
3415Aa66

•

CHATAUQUA,

Blcycl.s

ALSO
boob, 1Uppilee, -..Ice. training.
ASK US HOW YOU t.AN
NOW HAVE AN APPLE FOR

:'~D:moo:om~ ~~ h~OOo~~~ ~~!.-=-:::..

1974 FORD MUSTANG II. Needs

~~~lt:,IY or as of Jan. i, ~BC:S~

NEW & USED T. V:S FOR SALE
206 W. WALNUT, C'DAlE
A-l T.V.
457-7009

Open 9 to 6 Tues.-Sat.
Cour.try Club Rood
Carbondale 457-5421

1973 FORD XLT 150 Truck.
360 engine, ~~

~~~'\atrr f~~rn~~b~~a~~mpl~~

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

of Stars) teaches all levels. Also,

4510.

ONE
BEDROOM,
UNFURNISHED Lewis Park Apt. in

FREE RENT FOR Nov. Heat
furnished. 2 bedroom. IDIfurnished.

FLAMENCO GUITAR LESSONS!

ONE YEAR OLD Bose 601 Series II
speakers like new, $525. Hepner

For more info call Ed
between 5-11p.m. 687-24303409Ba60

AQUARRTMS MURPHYSBORO.
TltOPICAL i'ish.J·smali animals
and bires. also o~ and cat sUfti
§:~~~~~~an's o. 2~~lhJA'

Electronics
only
3445Ag62

~:~tp~~~~t~~b!::ln.ft~~~~~~lr:~

campu~.

Pets & suppHes

COMMODORE 64:<:, 1541 Single
Disk Drive, 1525 Gra.mic printer,

:~:e.c~:~~~~~:l~~p~~

- - - - - - - TWO BEDROOM

403 S Graham

$140

1978 YAMAHA DT125 R
t,
J ... R header exhaus~~4~':
extras. $325. Call Tom, Arter
p.m. ~2578.
3395Ac60
SUZUKI GS550, FAIRING, crash~ars, look\iand runs eat $850
. B. 0., . ust sell, Ca ::ii~

~· =~l=
:~v='r.:::nJ:: :~~~'el~~~~~~ani~~~~
adv~r which lessen the ..Iue' after 5pm
3446Ac64
· of the advertbemen& will be ad-

333fiAe60

~~:. =~IG.' f~~~IT~~~/1

per word, per day.

SUBLEASE:
SPRING
SEMES~R. Clpan, spacious, 1Bdr. Apt. Furnished, lllw rentI:;~er included. Call 54~I~!:r

Dear Customer:
Someone you know knows
me and has learned thaI T,V.
ond Stereo Repairs reed nol
be 8xpensive nor time·can.
suming.
Free
Eslimoles.
Same-Day-Service. and High
Tech Knowledge perm;1 me
10 make repairs for less. Like
thot someone. Call: 549·593t:
And sove.
Allen'. T.V.
19"COlOIITV

1;~fu~~e.dn~~:!~:f~~3 a ~a:
~e!e~be~~~~f~1l~t~1r~J4.'!4~

3:!77Ac64

w~e~tie Oa,-1 cents per
~ ::.. ~6:~eeD Day...... c:euts
pe~:::a. ;..

~ B~1>.g~h~:'~fj-~~:i. ~=~:

---------------1978 HONDA TWINSTAR 'jO mpg,

da1';.ree .. Four Day-S cellts. per

7

AMPLIFIER. 70 W-eH and preamplifier. by Audionics of Oregon,

Motorcycl. .

Goss Property Managers, 549-2621.
B3257Ba66
ONE BEDROOM NICELY fur-

~~~s. :f~ft~I~!ise ~J~;ri~:
semester. Call 549-4985 aft=6a

.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Furnished. $25~month plus

~~!ll~t'e~~ber~'ks.~?ltal.
83319Ba60

9
$7• 5

UNFURNISHED, 2-BR. CAR
PETED. 2·Br., quiet. Near Car:~:':~~ie. Lease AU:A49~

~.
549·
"-_--.;;4:.:5:.:7...;-O:.;3;.:7~5;....-.....I

ROOr.:MAT~ WANTED.· ONE
bedrooJm in three bedroom house
near Arnold's Market on South 51.
Available now. Call 529-5162.
33628858

~~.

I

~:~~d:af~f:mw~t Ir~~m~~~t

1508

'I'~.-4 ~~.

'.'l"~, t-

t i ,,'

RURAL. SECLUDED IN Boonies.
15 minutes to campll'i. 2 Bedrooms.
Appliances, water, sewer, trash
furnished. $225.00. &19-3850.

3356Bb58

~i1~;~m~~~~?:.'I:c~re~~

2·BEDROOM, BEAUTIFUL SIDE
deck. Nicely furnished and carpeted. Opposite end bedrooms. 11,2

Crab Orchard Estates, $135
monthly. Call 457·3321. 3382Bb64

NEW HOUSE FOR rent, $150, I
bedroom, appliances, 20 min. from
campus, no children. Call 1·985'
2527 or ).985-3032.
3393Bb60

5p.m., 684-5417 after 5:30. 3383Be59

------MURPHYSBORO 12 WIDE

TWO FEMALES. BEAUTIFUL
mobile home. Ten minute drive to

2

~~:~~rs:~sTrd~~r~
83417Bc62

6775.

529·5252 or 52~·3866.·Division of
Diederich Real Estate. B3308Bb75

FREE BUS'
TOSIU

BUSH· NICE 3 Bedroom, clean,
partiallr fumisl!ed. Ben Franklin,

~~~t~s Foa~ar!~~s.ul:::~:~ia:~

WAITERS AND RESTAURANT
belp. Apply in person only between
9am-5pm, Pierson's Restaurant,
103 Market Sl Marion. B3424C'60

~rtl:::::~~'IW,ecJ~~is~:,~

::!:!n~~r:a'll~t~;.:'~175B3426Bc66

H~d~E~~!E~ 'r~se~~ l:H

OlliE MATURE FEMALE Murphysboro, country home, $100

• Laundromat
- CABLEVISION
-lor 2 baths
.2 or 3 bedrooms

~W~.~~ers~:~montb.
3404Bb75

.$145-$360
Only 2 mil"
North of Campus.
Single Rates
Available

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. MALE
'" Female dancers. $5.00 per hour

~~eJ~mS~~?N~e~~~~ ~

~~ing~'ri~n~~~~ $~~pm!it

Debbie to apply at 529-9336 or 8679369.
B3448C77

utilities. Must see. 549-0815.
3397Be64

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT
for Disabled AduU wanted for
mornings and evenings for Spring
• 84
semester. r:x~nence

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share
four bedroom w:artment for

~~~. t=t~~rk ~!1~~ 1::-

~~:I~~!~~~~:7&f9~

3396Be65

7008.

3285C61

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO rent
duplex with two others. Dish·

A::rl~~I!i~~~.aE:c!t~3P!,Yis

SWDENT TRAVEL
REP.
needed, Promote annual SDring
Break tril!S to Florida. Free Tiip to
F1orida~IUS commission. Call or

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED.
Nice 2 story house. Own room or 2
friends share upstairs. Close to
laundromat, campus, strip. 3011 W.
Monroe. 457-8518.
3399BeGI

312-535-3212.

~~~ar:f.US on SouU< 51. ~=

WANTED
WANTED TO BUY. Oass rings,
old gold'" silver broken jeweliy,
coins, scra~ ster~, old watches,

~:6a, o!r~~il~&orsz.Oi_

34711C59

SERVICES OFFERED

-

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED

VHWY 51 NORTH
549-3000

ROYAL RENTALS
Mobile Hom••

Apartments
Mobile Homes
Furnished & Air Condo
NoPefs

1981 ONE AND Two bedroom
nicely furnished, energy savin/.
; : : campus. Sorry, no~B~.

MAROON PURSE IN Undergrad
Library on 10-27·83. If returned

TWO BEDROOM REDUCED rent,
available now. No pets please. 457·
8352 after 4 p.m.
B306OBc61

~~~Ie~lf~ li'25 "fom~:

Don't waste money, call us, 52983104Bc65

Room.

VERY EXCELLENT 12x65. Two

~::'fe'i~I~Tu~nr;:Self:;c~~~~~
liorel: ~:,i1::~:ai!~':e!r,n

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY rates.

bedrooms, furnished, air, natural
ros,
unde:tnned, anchored. Close'
~~ University ~ff:a

Carbondale, Illinois. Phone 5494013.
831S4Bd64

. EXTRA NICE TWO bedroom.

=m'=:'~=:J 8~~J:
B3231Bc68

after 5pm.

CONCERNED ABOUT WINTER
heating bills? One bedroom

~~1~:- ~n~r!et~l ~:~r:3:

Located. lifo!

miles

east

of

1i-~~~r;:~u:a!lDdnf.a.!D W~!T~:
~At;:lIaur.: ~w~.Jsoof~
Mlring (41fo! month) contracts.
Phone 54!Hi612, 549-3002 ~

12x60 TWO OR Three bedroom.
Furnished, carpeted, air con=~:~:as29-s::l DO pets.
B3264Bc60
-ONE--TW-O?AND--on-e-tj-u-ee-bedr--'OOIDmobile homes. Fully furnished and
reasonable. Glisson Court, 616 E.
Park St.
3272Bc6O

NEED A PLACE to

sta~

during

~~~~!rw~ hasb;:r!s for"!::t
~~~1;'~~~~i:.!~\:a~a:~a

=~~~~~~ l: ~fs: ct: m
~~~b~~ =a~ t=ti~a.!I
Hall. 1101 Soulli wan. Carbondale,
IL 62901. Reservations must be
y

W:vc:n.!l1s.5f~.

on

~:U6.

ONE ROOM FOR Rent. The Best
House in Car!londale. Price
negotiabie. 529-3751.
34OOBd61

~i-~O:!':~Mi2Wt.-

CO ege, 684-5917.529-3866,457·3321.
.

B3439Bd77

PRIVATE ROOM IN in apartment
for students. Have private
refrigerator, share kitchen, etc:.
with Others m apartmenl Utilities

=J.~~J':l=r~:~!I30-

SUBLET FOR SPRING Semester.
2-bedroom trailer near Campus.
~M¥.d utilities. Call af~~

-

ONE AND TWO bedrooms. Clean,
ni~y furnished. Oose to campus.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
for nice large two bedroom
apartment two blocks from

~~~~CY'B~='

VERY ELEGANT 12x70 front and

~st~ed~~~S'a~on~~~:i ~::

wtderpinned ancho~ close to
~~ and 'university ~

::= :~~~Ji:=~:::-d

VERY INEXPENSIVE 8x4O one

anchored. Great for single student.
$100. 529-2533.
B2350Bc73
VERY NICE 10x50, 2 bedrooms,

~,!~;ii~~~~. a!~c~:~~l A~:SeDf~
~::.and University ~=

CARBONDALE.
$125.00!
2
Bedrooms. furnished, ca~t.

=:::i!t,Ie.
~ 1oca~~l
lease. 549-3850.
335lBc58
CARBONDALE 12x65 FRONT and
:r~ air. furn=.f~

TWO VERY NICE, 12x55 mobile
homes. Front and rear bedrooms.
Well insulated. Located in
beautiful eountry ~rt. Three

;rl!:"at'::~::''cJlfl''';::f:.s.
3373BeI1

CARBONDALE - NEWLY CARPETED, nieely furnished, 2
bedroodt with air.
miles east.
No dogs. $1'15-montb. 457~iBdll

3'"

343m

Walnut, Reward. 457-5960. 3327G60

ROOM
FOR
SUBLEAS E.
Available now. (Free rent unt iI
December 1st.) GorgeGW! house
es
:::. J:ll~~J:'s4s-~::l.':J~~ 1
TO

SHARE

STOR-N·LOCK

B3440Bd67

Roommat••

2
us.

~:::~lIroDs~:re:.~:~.

MALE - FEMALE ROOMMATE
for spring semester. Lewis ParIt.
$128.50 and '14 utilities - month.
Call Tama 529-4997, 549-G590.
3367B860

alterations. Best prices. 1182 East
Walnut (behind Unive~ Mall).
~~~pm, Monday-8a

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share
la~e
home. Available i mm ia~~fi and s~ng. $Uo-month
plus utili les.457- 10.
34748860

HOME

~iV.1W¥G t:i~!rfn~ATIO:!d

3r..:z;

$150-month. 457-4893.

3216Be65

-

r:r!?ri~, PI!~tE~n~~Ju~:'

Guaranteed no errors. Reasonable
3170E66
rates. 549-2258.

i1!~in~~Yw~l~ng, P:~~!i:

c:~::~? An jgg!iC.~e :!.a~
~ality work.. Reasoriable rates.

HELP WANTED

457-7026.

W~DWAIT~FORC

Coo's and S. I. Bowl. Apply in
person anytime after 9:30am.
831 2IIC64

:::i:~~t.~IiJ~~~~

WANTED.
HELP
COO RDlNATOR of Rehabilitalio n
services: MA or MS In somfO
as~et of rehabilitation, soeia i
work, or psychology, at least 2
ffe~~~r:ce f~mr
evaluation. monitoring an d
coordinating an array of services

TYPING - RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes transcribed. Termpapers. thesesdissertations. bOot manuserlpts.

r::s

~~i!;:~~~~~=3374E59

SHAKLEE INDEPENDENT
DISTRIBUTOR. Vitamin and
mineral food supplements, slim
26 years research. C~4

:~l t':flh~lrJ:o:,e~f:~' s~e

=:

d

service al:eneies. Send resume to
R. A. V. . In~rat::\ P. O.
Box 4f;1 Ama. IL, 62906. e are
~~portwtity employer.

I. AIM DESIGN Studio - garments
designed, clothin~tnk.'ted and
iday c~

-RESPIRATORY

~:J..~~, ties,

CARE.
I MMEDIATE openings fot graduates

Personnel Department, St.
Elizabeth's HOSPItal, 211 S. 3rd
St., Belleville, IL 62221 or ea u
(618)234·2120, ext, 149~
Opportunity Employer.

TWO FEMALE ROOMMATE.
Garden Park Acres. $125 plus

company. Flexible day, evening
hours available. Must be 21 or over
and have car. 1-985-21666. 3339C58

TWO MALE --ROOMMATES
Needed spring .semester. Four
bedroom house at 600 W. Pecan.
~tl~~~~ pi.. ~~

SMOKERS WANTED. IF You
smoke NewjJ9rt, KooI, MI!:it,
Vantage, Bngbt, Salem, Golden

~anf~~~~llor~~.Jfo~·
•

3332G58

::efttR~lxLO~~.~to~E ~Hr;

markings blaet and brown with

~~::l: ~:::cgas~.sCa~~~~:

529-2476.

3430G61

BLACK COTTON JACKET with
white collar. Lost on Grand,

~~:!:h.'ll~~:v~~~~~n.

3412G60

SMALL DOG. LOOKS like a little

¥ar:~:f1~':. ~~~: ~
2327.

3444G60

l;!>aSd~: G~s?

Cf!!lN ;'i:~rN:~~
Generous reward! Please call
collect. 1-993-5286.
3453G64
LOST FRIDAY,

CASSETTE taP..8

~=G~:~~i'u:.
3457G58
FOUND

FEMALE CALICO KITTEN - 3
months
old.
Found
near
WashingtOll Sq. Freeman. Call 549~.

3466HOO

~~W~:':k!~, ~!~rd:Fea:!

:=:

Karen, 453-5083.

~s:n:o

WTERT AINMENT
ALL-OCCASSION BELLYGRAMS
-' • Send Y!lur Special Message by

~~~msM:r::n~~~;iab~a,~~
C:~~~~: Ar~I~:'Ni~~s:M~~~:

942-7891. If no answer, 1-985-3356 or
1-1183-6182.
3459165

ATTENTION
PHOTOGRAPHERS! GET aerial
shots anywhere bI hirinJi boor own
glane and pilot. Only {t30-$50-hr.

BALLOON BOUQUETS $12.50 and
$15.00. We deliver. We also rent
clowns and Santa Claus. Call for
ratl'S. Crazy Cooter Oown Service.
457-0154.
3451177

TYPING
CHEAP,
EXPERIENCED, excellent work. fast

ANNOUNCEMENTS

=~~e~arc~t~

457-4568.

346lE58

NOVENA TO ST. JUDI

Charter

!-:.f!:o::rdant&:~~~~~:.~r:,:

O'HaIrSt . . . . . . . . . andMortyr.
~ In vWIue and rich In miraclel.

Bus

short market resea~ survt!! In
ROOMMATE WANTED. EXCELLENT loeation. $96 plus :s-~e f. free cigaretl£S~
utilities. R. J. 529-4408, Lewis
Park_
336tiBe61
NE E·DED:
CAMPUS
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES REPRESENTATIVE. to market
needed to share a four bedroom ~:yfg~g::~.84~~':
apartment in Lewis Park for
SPrinf semester.. $128.50 per =:f~'i~nf:
mont . Call Brenda or Cathae= more information.
3380C51
549-41885.
3371
SPRING SUBLEASE. ... female PAID READERS WANTED fur
roommates. ~eous house. tully
furnished and carpeted. CIoIIe to ~:::!t:.u=4 ~~~:c
~~ee ~f Student DevelO~

::.Pf!''= =~~~Jl::

f!>:~ha~~A8:r!~anSt:mh~l:d.
Devfi! Kitchen • Little ~rassy

TYPING THE OFFICE. '!l9 W.
Main Street. 549-3512.
3403E75

D~~~,e:~~~f. ~ t~~=

r:t'!r~~~ fna~:~j:te' ~e*:':'
~~~3~ers f!;~sa~!r::lrl~::~~t

7637,
3467Be65
MORNING AID NEEDED for
511 S. ASH, needs two subletters
for sprillg-summer 4 bedroom
~~i~~~~~=J-ar=
_~KMQ51
~s4;.~~t:~..trip. $150. 0360.

B3225E6lI

TERM PAPERS, . tHESES,
Dissertations, resumes, report

PART-TIME INTERVIEWERS IF

:J~~~' Available Janu~J~

SERVICE,

5, 1-984-2~31 after 5. Reasonable
mtes.
3~

THREE BEDROOM DUPLE X.
Near new Kroger on west side of
town. Two ~le need one m ore.
$10~er mon h. Heat '" water
incl eel 457-4334.
B3320Bf73

~~:~:~~:~~~.:

house, $140-mo., about 1 mile from
3345B86O
campus. Call 549-1686.

TYPING

~:~~' ts. C~':s7-61:J~:e

~h~a~S:I~C~:~~~Yv~I
:W=:'::?gtl~~~!f. ~rs ~~ :~r~i~~l~ngc:.~nr~~ ~=~
2 ROOMMATES NEEDED, Now. 1
Male, 1 Female. Call 549-4228.
3313Be67

MINI

~~~~1::" seWst!age~~
many sizes available, low monthly
rates, for more info, call 529-1133.
B3101E63

Duple•••

3314G59

~ c!1~:!:~III~~:9~t=

3423BaiO

.57-"22

4444.

tietween 2-Spm.

THREE FUN GIRLS need one
more for four bedroom Lewis Park
Spring semester C~
7-0533.

ROOMMATE

B3013F59

:~~tfo~"ste:~eJ.5~!fiw:I:37~g

3433Be58

~rtment.

:1~~a.t~enue~J7~t."
lOST

~n~~~~er~tesr~:

Keep trying!

STRESS?
.Decr..... Tensian
.Incr..... SdIooI Penormonee
• Improve Cancentration
• Avald Unnec"sary mn...
Far help & 'info. call the Welln •••
Cent.r. 536-4441,

'3995

_~01"""Chrlst, faithful " " - - 01 all who Invake

raw IpeCIaI paIronCIge In time of

--..

(lJooIteII_-1

Contact Newman ClJllter

529·3311 for reservatians
-Departing Fri., Nov. 'I, 2pnt at
the N_man Center

I

-II

-ArrIvIng Dawntown ChIcago,IIpm
-Return TripSundar, Nov. 2'7th• . Atr.... Carbandole, 6pm

........................ 1.

L..:;";,,;,,,;;;;;;;;;...;..o_ _ _ _ _- - - - '

......to,." ...... _tram
the ...... of "" ' - t and humbly
.... to wham God .... III- IUCh
. . . . pwMI', to _
to "" aula___ Hefp me In "" ..,..m pett.
...... In rwtum , pram_ to make
,aur " - and_,., to
IIeInwahed. St. Jude ........... and
all who lrMIke,auralcl.~. Soy
, Hall Mary'.,., Our Fat!Mr'. and ,
GIarto'..
,ubllcatloft
~_ lie
prornIMd. TN.
___ ....
...... ...."., to tall. My feCIMIt ....
...... ......... Soy !hi. No-. for
nIne---...day..
S.•• F.

Daily E&Yptian, Noftmher I,

I."
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II you're inl.,.sled In:
.Ioking r.sponsibility
.g. uwlng thr..... gh leadership
-finding lif•• lon!' fri.nd.
'ge"ing more 0,,1 of colleg.
lhen lhe Delto C 11 Frolernity may be
for you,
Pi ..... come 10 our Open House on
WednHdoy, Nov, 9 from 8:30pm to
11 :CIOp'" and find oul'

W.'r. 01 105 Greek Row (neor
Compuslok.)
·Co" 536-556110' rides.

AUCTtONS'& SALES

-'-1

"SMl1i TODAY'
CONGflATUlATlONS
TO THE
flOMENOF

MOVING SALE: COUCH, beds,
shelves, lawn mower, chairs, misc.
59 Raccoon Valley. Sale hours:
Bam-3pm, Satu:day and Sunday.
~:~:e:J~er 5pm, ~~

Z~B

SOflORITY INC.
FOR PlACING
SECOND IN THE
CAR FLa4T CONTEST
AT THE #l(j;ftCOMING PARAPE.

PLANTS FOR SALE. SOMEsmall
ones free. 1313 South St" Murphysboro, 684-3'771.
34.'i.~K60

ANTtQUe.S

LO'IE VENETTA
lEE-PHI

RIDERS WANTEO

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE 1983 SIU-C
HOMECOMING
KING AND QUEEN
JIM MILLER OF

ATO
AND JEANETTE WEY Of

(\3\

Arl1
FROM THE BROTHERS
Of ALPHA TAU
OMEGA FRATERNITY

~ SMILE TODAY)

JAMES:
HAUEAGREAT
21 st BIRTHDAY.
LOUE. DEBBIE

The D.I. CI.-ltI. .
.,.lnlun.1

~

Perm

H a

alII
Ja6-Dll

at

P r

f

c e

Soft and full of body, our regular
conditioning perm is now half-price. Save over
20.00 on this special Hairbenders perm. Call
today for an appointment.
Cut and Style AddItIonal.

Expires 12/15/83

Hairbenders

Hairstyling for Men and Women.

7 0 3 5

0

•

I I I', "

Carbondale

,.

0 ,

s A v e.

549·4422
R. Po,orske 1983
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JAMES
AHD
Arrlv~:.

• Christmas Music.
• Alvarez Guitars.
• Casio Keyboards •
• Mics &accessories.
• Effedpeddles.
Guitar Strops 30% off

"Before You Buy

Give U. a Try" .
Kroger Mal!-CDai. West.

F.F.C.

office _
-Campus Briels-- Post
to use holiday
MEETINGS WEDNESDA'k':
The Society for the Advancement of Management, 7
p.m., Illinois Room and The
Luso-Brazilian Association, a.
new campus organization, 8
p.m., Faner 2114.

STUDENTS IN the College of
Liberal Art:'! may voice their
opinions to USO representatives
at 2 p.m. Wednesday in the
Missouri Room.
JAMES
DASHIELL,
Chairman of the Illinois State
Bar
Association
Special
Committee on Reduction of
Court Costs, Delays and Involvement, will speak on
"Alternative Methods of
Dispute Resolution" at 3 p.m.
Wednesday in the Moot Court
Room of Lesar Lciw Building.
A WORKSHOP on stu~y skills
and time management for reentry students will be held by
Career Counseling from 6 to 8
p.m. Werlnesday in Woody B-

with prospective students
beginning at 10 a.m. ThuTSday
at the Wesley Foundation.
Those interested may call 4578165.

LATE REGISTRATION wi))

r~~th~h~lch!Of~~i~:
Test. which will ~ given Dec. 3.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS will
hold the annual turkey trot at 3
p.m. Saturday beginning at i.he
cross country course. Those
interested in running the 3.1
mile race may sign up until 11
p.m. Friday at the Recreation
Center Information Desk or by
2:30 p.m. Saturday at the race.

REV. ADOLF Hansen, vice
president for student affairs at
Garrett-Evangelical
Theological Seminary at Northwestern University will meet

5561.

Lecture set on pre-menstrual syndrome
Pre-menstrual syndrome wlll
be discussed by Ginny
Shoemaker and Leigh Pratter
of the the Reproductive Health
Services Center in St. Louis at
4:30 p.m. Thursday in the
Mississippi Room.
An estimated 40 percent of the
female population are affected

Puzzle answers

E

H

by the hormonal disorder and
five to 10 percent of those
women
require
medical
treatmer.t.
The Women's Center and the
Social Work Student Alliance
Organization are sponsoring the
lecture.

S~ial Delivery and Express
Mad' services wj]] continue
during the holiday weekend.

The lecture that was
scheduled to be given by Clyde
Connell at 10:30 a.m. Thursday
has been postponed and will be
rescheduled (or early spring.
Connell's lecture was planned
to go with the exhibit
"Louisiana Women In Contemporary Art," which is
showing through Nov. 23 at the
University Museum.

IG

ME

..

--

I

Clip a coupon below,
ond enjoy
your free meal I,
• ______
.cOUPON
_______

I SALAD BAR complinentary with any I
I
luncheon sandwich.
I
I Valid Tuesday-Friday, 11a.m.-2p.m.
Coupon may not be redeemed in conjuction with I
I any other coupon or special and only one per I
I customer.
I
I
Expires November 30, 1983
I

~---------------.I

• _ _ _ _ _ I.COUPON ______ . .

I

Complimentary DINNER

I
I
I

any other coupon or special and only one par
couple. Expires Novembe{ 29. 1983
(excludes lobster or crab dinners)
•

I
I

.-----------------~
We specialize in fine Italian foods, stook, seafood,
and prime rib. Our Salad Bar is Fantostic I

1108 West Main

Cape Girardeau Prosthetic Lab
48 Doctors' Park
Cape Girardeau, Missouri 63701
Phone: (314) 334-6401

De.Hrt .... Coliit C.p.

.....-..-....;iiiiiiiiiiii

BUS SERVICE ~ENT
SI~iNSIT

-THANKSGIVING BREAKTick~ts Now On Sale-All Reserve Seating
Still Qnly $39.75 ROUNDTRIP

. --.I

-.-..-.~OFFER EXTENDED THRV
F~RI., NOy.l) Reg. $59.75

STUDENT TRANSIT TICKET SALES OUTLET
AT715S. UNIVERSITY AVE.
(ON THE ISLAND, UPPER LEVEl)

RETURNS

WID.• NOV. 16
THUIIS.. NOV. 17
fill .• NOV. "
SAT•• NOV. 19
WID•• NOV• •

SAT •• NOV.
SUN •• NOV 27

a

~

457-87~7

........

Pre-Holid\l}'

Art and Craft
Show
GNovember 12 and 13
John A. logan College will host a Pre-Holiday
·Art and Craft Show, November 12 and 13. There
will be no admission charge and the show will be
.open from 10:00 a.m. 'til 8:00 p.m. November 12
and 11:00 a.m. 'til 5:00 p.m. on November 13. The
!show will be held in the campus facilities of John
A. logan College, Carterville, Illinois 62918 and
will feature a diversity of activities.

SUBURBSCAU.529_J862

As Little As 5 ~ Hours To fhlcago-Land .

mrAIlIUR6.

,-

'=t..~
.~ .........

9th Annual

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS

-' . . .

~~,

D:::

<~

Complete Prosthetic Service and Supplies

ACT NOW
& SAV Ell

the

I~;~:;:;;~i~~~Y~~:;';;':]I

Purchase

TO CHICAGO &

ENTREE with

1------..

A._~
I
Free Drink When You Present This Coupon With

AN
SER

lEN
TEN 0

C'or~\O

Carbondale's oldest and finest Italian
Restaurant offers you a deal.

The museum in Wing C of
Faner Hall is open from 9 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Sundays.

r------~ COUPON GOOD THRU. NOV. 11

I

ILL
ABLE

The Carbondale Post Office
will operate on a holiday
schedule Friday in honor of
Veterans' Day.
Regular residential and
business deliveries will not be
made. Post office lobby services will not be available with
the exception of lockbox service.

i NACHOS
I
~
.~
i :~
99ct:
iibO$
________________________ •

0

t7)_l";ruzln
rm,
~

The

O'.'loew.,#'."'Y

Lecture to be
rescheduled

DELTA CHI. social fraternity, will have open house rush
from 8:30 to 11 p.m. Wednesday
at 105 Greek Row. Students
needing a ride may call 536-

; illlinn E

delivery plan

Mail pick-up from collection
boxes will also be on a holiday
schedule as posted on individual
RECRAEATION
F(,)R boxes.
Special Populations is sponsoring a pre-winter campaut
Saturday at Giant City State
. Park. The cost is $3. Those
interested may calJ Rick Green
at 536-5531.

142.

~~ R£$~

~~"'e.

vActivities
• Southern Illinois arts and crafts exhioits.
demonstrations and sales.
• Focd Concessions.
,. Home-baked items. canned goods for sale.
• Southern Illinois Folk Music & Entertainment .
• 10.000 Meter Autumn Fest Run.

Fer adcIIttonaIltIIannaIIon about /fie I'N-HoIIdoy Nt and Ctaft
~of IDgan Col• • Ca1wJnrln../fIInois 62918.•,,"',x"'wKlIlo
Wlnld..-of~41. 549-1335, 937-3438, 34412. _2fJ1.

'-"-~CW<Jo---"""

MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
FRIDAY

10:30AM-12:3OPM
&2PM-6PM
10:30AM-1 :3OPM

I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ohn A.Legan
Carterville.lllinois

College
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LIVE BLUEGRASS
with

TIMBERIDGE
Ten members of the 1930 football team are stm
Uving, including Paul McKinnis, who is in the

middle row, fourth from the left. The team's
Sea~ win record fell Saturday.

LEGEND from Page 20
stililinng.
McKillnis said it is difficult to
McKinnis ~aid the team
"For 40 years, our squad had produC\."'fJ twt members with determine how the 1983 Salukis
lost only two players," doctoral degrees, two medical would stack up agains~ his 1930
McKinnis said. "Then, slowly doctors and several ~uccesful squad.
but inex ')rably, our ranks began businessmen. M~Kin!'.ls earned
"It's tough to say because the
to thin out. At our 50th team . his doctorate at 59.
conditions are so different," he
"You ~an never stop," he said. "Today the players are
reunion, only ten of us reported
said. "Nobo(fy' should stop, bigger and quicker. But I'd like
for practice."
McKinnis speaks of his because when you do you begm to tltink that l!ame of us, incoaches and teammates with to die, as sure as the world."
cluding myself, could play on
McKinnis' lovE' for the today's team, because I was big
genuine fondness and pride. He
is especially proud of the things University has n~ diminished and strong and fast. If we couid
they accomplished outside of in the 53 years. He said he would playa game against this year's
like to join his teammates of team under the same confootball.
1930 in extending sincere jjtions, I think it would I)e a
congratulations to the team of whale of a game."
"EVERY ONE of those guys
1983.
If such a matchu~J was
has been succesful, has raised
possible one thing il> ceo·tain fine families and been fine
under 19113 rules, the "Mac·
citizens," he said. "That's the
"ALL OF US bask in the men" of 1930 would find it hard
best compliment I can give to reflected glory of their to resist sneaking in a head slap
the team and to Mac."
achievements," he said.
. here and there.

A WINNING DEAL
Saluki Red Hotdoes

~ 8'~
SALUICI SPIRIT.

PLAYOF~S from Page 20
According fo NCAA policy,
factors that weigh heavily
either for or against a team
hosting a playclf game include:
- Seeding of the team.
- Geographic location anr;
climate.
- Availabiiity and quality of
the facilities.
- Attendance and expenses
involved.
- Competition from other
activities in the area that could·
be in conflict with the playoff
game.
Enthusiasm of the
university for hosting a playoff
·game and experience it has in
hosting special events.
Combs said he would vote in
the final I-AA poll, but that the
poil's top 12 teams and the
selection committee's top 12
teams are not always the same.
"There ~as been some
changes in the way teams have
bPen ranked in the last two or
tnree years," Combs said. "It
has created a controversy every
year."
An area where a difficult
decision is made by the
selection committee, Combs
said, is "just what is the difference between the No. 4 and
No. 5 teams? And what is the

differenc.~ between the No. 11,
No. 12 ar,d No. 13 teams?"

Combs said the No.4· team
would get a ~, and an extra
week's worth of he.aling minor
injuries and practicing. The No.
13 team would not make the
playoff.
"Picking who is No.7, No.8
and No.9 is easy," Combs said.
One of the reasons that the
final poll and the selection
committee might differ ffOm in
the top 12 is voters such as

le.eaclyFor
Friends & Parent.
call

Heritage
Motel
J2OfW.MoIn

..........

Combs cannot participate in the
final df!Cision. One of the other
members would vote in place of
.
Combs.
"The selection committee
also goes over a team's record
much more carefully than we do
for the polls," Combs said. "The
selection commi!tee looks at
who a team beat, what the other
team's won-loss record was anu
woo the other te.\m beat, or was
beaten by, a lot closer than we
do."

~.

Ahmedrs
901S.lDblOis

Open: lO:30-3:00am

<;\ iGViO:i:-ii:4il

· j

I

FALAFIL - 85$ I
I HOT DOG. FRIE5-1
I
9"
I

+
+-

!
'"

'"

HAMGAR~+
Wednesday

Dead End Kids
Sp-ecials

SmimoffVodu

Any of

Meyen Dark Rum

these fine
speed roils
(Shot or

Tanquerey or Bombay Gin
...L.. Cuervo (WhIte or Gold) Tequila
T J &. B ScQtch
Jack Daniei. Whiskey

Mix)

.+.

~

904

NoC,ovar.

Hangar Hotline 549-1233

.

"7"~

++

515 S. IIlinQis
Carbolldale

\1 r.. ~
BARTON SCHOOL
AVIATION

of

Home of The
BoHomless Coke

JECHN9JQGY
AIR TRAFfIC
C(')NlROL TRAINING

'IBUARY 2, "14

• The

IChOot

pm.....".,a..
. ..road

ItaHd _ _fl_ to
the
atudent lor • _ _ In .., traffic

-'"II. ,,,..,.......~ IIhouIcl
-'tid the School -m.y CIt 222
SouthChurdl Sttwt.~,

t~
. .'~'.

ffiBJ

FREE DELIVERV

I

Can 451-0321 or 549-4241

T_17130. T. . . . . . (6IS)
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Swimming program focuses
on partic~pation after college
popular sport in the United
States as far as participation,"
Boerner said. "And it's also
Getting a head start on the good Cor older people because it
master's swimming season is puts less strain on the body as
the object of a clinic sponsored 'compared to other sports ....
Boerner said the Master
by the Master Swimmer's
Program Nov. 11-13 at the Swimmer's Program is one of
the Castest-growing areas of
Recrea tion Center pool.
The clinic will be staffed by swimming and predicted that
Mark Boerner, assistant there will be over 2,000 ('ntries
women's swim coach; Ray iii the Master's Nationals within
Padavan, swim coach at two years.
The clinic next weekend will
Eastern Illinois University
since 1966, and Robert "Doc" be geared toward competitive
in that compt!titive
swimming
Spackman, a former major
league athletic trainer who has techniqUe!; and training principles
will
be discu~sed.
tramed at SIU-C for 23 years
and is familiar with a wide demonstrated and applied. This
variety of athletes and injUries. 'includes video taping, work on
Boerner a:ld Padavan are stroke mechanics, strength and
master's swimmers and have Rexibility, and discussions on
goals,
objectives,
placed among the top finishers the
in the Master's National motivation and psychology of
Championships. Spackman was master swimmers.
For the most part, master
a speaker for the swim coaches
. at the Colorado Sprir.~s swimmers don't train as inOlympic Training Center and ten..cely as younger competitive
has published material on in- swimmers do - their goal is to
juries and their prevention, as enjoy swimming and stay fit .
"It's more of a social thing,"
well as on conditioning and
Boerner said. "The competitive
exercises for all sports.
The Master's Swimming part is there but it's mainly a
Program is organized for sport that can keep you
people who are out of college physically fit for the rest of your
and still interested in com- life."
Many master swimmers train
petitive swimming or refining
their technique and staying with the same yardage as
physically fit. Competitors are younger swiIl1mers, but at a
classified by age, beginning slower pace. Others, if properly
with the 25-29 age grOUf and trained, can swim one-fourth
continuing in groups 0 five the yardage and still swim fast.
"The object is to get into a
years.
Boerner said that altholl~ program and enjoy it 20 years
most of the people who have from now," Boerner said. ".
registered for the clinic have swim 3,000 yards now and I see
tl.!en in the 30-50 age bracket, myself being able to do that fer
there are plenty of older people awhile."
interested.
Boerner also emphasized the"Swimming is the most positive attitudes of swimmers
By Margaret Callcott

Student Writer

WE SEll WARMTH.

in the Master's Program.
"The people involved are all
self-motivated," he said. "They
all know what they want and
they do it because they like it."
Though the goal of the Master
Swimmer's Program is to have
fun and stay fit, the competitive
element should not bE: downplayed. Winners at the Master's
National Championships have
ranged from an 80-year-old
first-place finisher to a 25-yearold with the second-fastest time
in the world for 50-meter
freestyle.
"They're all competitive, no
matter what age they are,"
PoJerner said. "They still get
nervous. You stiD can't talk to
them before events. I think it's
healthv"

GREAT SHAPES
FITNESS CENTER

Rt. 51 Sou1fl

529-4404

• AenlCIIc:S • WeiIbIs • Sauna
• Jacuzzi • Sun Cabinet

SPeCial Student Rate
& ComPanion Rate
Stop In For One Free
GuestUislt
O... I:OO.. m.·I:OOp.m.

DINAH ANDERSON
ELECTROLOGY THERAPIST

Announces The Opening
of Her Office, November
15, 1983

AT

THE HAIR LAB
715 S. University
Carbondale, III
Ms. A"darson received her SA degree
from SIU and completed her training
in permanent hair removal at the
St. Louis Institute of Electrology.
Call 529-14n or 529-3905 now lor a
complimentary cOl"'sultation and
treatment. Electrolysis is a tax
deductible medical expense.

With the price of fine jewelry today, it's good to
know that a jewelry-quality ~iladium ring is now more
affordable than ever. Save-and choose from a varsly
of beautiful styles. Then personalize your nng with custom options that express your tastes. your interests, your
act:ievements.
Every fine Siladium ring is crafted with careful attention to detail, and backed by the

It

ArtCarved Full lifetime Warranty. Now. at these special savingS
the value IS exceptional! Don·t miss this opportunity to get a
beautiful buy on a hne Siladium ring. Visit the ArtCarved
Ring Table soon.

R]C(1~YED"

.

CLASS RINGS. INC

~ov. B-Nov. 11 Tme 9:3()"4:00pm Place UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Deposit ReqUred. MasterCard or VISa Accepted..

"

1983 ArtCar1I8d Class RIngI. Inc.
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Playoffpicture remains blurry
By Jim Leu
Staff Writer
'About the only official concern for the Salukis toward the
NCAA I·AA football playoffs is
that nothing is official, yet.
Although the 10-0 Salukis are
ranked No. 1 in Division I·AA,
SIU-C will not know until at
least Monday if it will receive a
bye in the first round of the
playoffs, host a home game or
even advance to the playoffs.
Some of the playoff bids will
OffiCially go out Monday to
teams whose seasons end
Saturday, said Donald Combs,
chairman of the Central Region
of the Division I·AA football
committee. He is one of four
people who votes in the I·AA
football polL
Combs said aU of the bids will
be out by No". 21, since some of

~~ f::t\~~ti~e~la~11~d~i:sm~n~il

;l,~(~t~

'..;..------------...;.;.;;.;......S-u..:...ii;.;;"P:!:i.hO..;.;;.;;toby &:=u Shaw

SlU·C's Tony Adams breezed by DUnois State's Saturday at McAndrew Stadium. Adams returned
Reggie Summerrise while returning a kh:koff four kiekons for 72 yards.

Nov. 19, a week after the
Salukis' last game.
Twelve teams will advance
into the playoffs. Five of the
playofi bids are reserved for
winners of the conferences that
have six or more I·AA football
teams. The Missouri Valley
Conference has dnly five I·AA
football teams, and the Salukis
will be fighting for one of the
seven at·large bids.
"One purpose in picking a
team early is to let it have
enough time to prepare fvr t!Je
playoff game if it is hosting
one" Combs said "The
uni~ersity has to seU· tickets,
advertise the game and get the
stadium ready for the game.~'
Teams usually do not host
more than one game in the
j>layoffs, Combs said. The
selection committee would

award a team a second home
game onl:,' if its opponent has
also hosted a game.
The I-AA playoff begins with
first round action on Nov. 'no
Quarterfinal play will take
place Dec. 3. The championship
game will be played Dec. 17, at
The Citadel, Charleston, S.C.
Combs is the athletic director
at Eastern Kent'lcky. He said if
Eastern Kentuc'.(y, ranked No.
5, has a chall'!e at making the
playoffs, then he would not be
on the selection ~ommittee for
the playoffs.
"Speaking as the Eastern
Kentucky athletic director I\nt!
not as a committee memhl!r,"
Combs said, "I would say thdt if
Southern wins this wet'ltend.
then it ha~ a good chance at.
receiving a bye and at hosting a
playoff gamE:. "
If that happens, the Salukis'
first playoff game would be
Dec. 3 at McAndrew StadiuIil.
The Salukis' opponent for that
game would be determined
from first round action Nov. 'n.
See PLAYOFFS, Page 18

F ootbalilegend sees
team's record broken
By Daryl Van Schouwen
Staff Writer

to
try
to
see
every were called the "Maroons," the
manifestation
of
overt "Teachers," and the "Macbrutality."
men," after McAndrew.
It took 53 years, but Paul
If the offensive linemen
The home field, along new
McKinnis, a halfback on the sought vengeance against those Route 51 a shade east of where
1930 Southern Illinois Normal acts of brutality, they had to McAndrew Stadium rests
University footban team, wait only until the ball changed today, had lights for night
watched his team's school hands. In those days, football games. It did not have hash
record of nine season wins fall players "went both ways," marks. If the ball was downed
homecoming Saturday as the according
to
McKinnis, one inch from the sideline, the
1983 team won its tenth game. assuming positions on offense ball had to be played from that
McKinnis, who played on the and defense.
spot. The center would snap the
Little Nineteen Conference
ball from the end of the ofchampion s<;uad, viewed t"'e
"THEN THE shoe was on the fensive line ar,d thf! other Sf!'v~n
contest from his seat on the 50- other foot," McKinnis said. "It pli1ters shifteri to the inside.
yard line at the stadium named was a bloody, knockdown, drag·
McAndrew used the Knute
after his coach, William it·out scrap. But we were Rockne single-wing formation,
McAndrew, the founding father skilled, too.'
a power system where three
of SIU-C '1thletics.
Since then, the rules have backs lined up side-by-side in
McKinnis, 74, a resident of been altered for a better game the backfield. The center would
Eldorado and Saluki sports Hall of football, McKinnis said.
snap the ball to anyone of the
of Fame member, played
"A runner was down onlX backs while both guards pulled
halfback in the sam.. backfield when he was literally down, ' to either side to help the
as Glenn "Abe" Martin and McKinnis said.
"I can blocking backs with their
Frank "Dago" Evoldi.
reJJ'eJ!,~r that after I was assignments. McKinnis, a
downed 1 could always gain broad-shouldered, 21o-pounder,
THE GAME bas changed another two or three yards by was a blocking. back.
since 1930.
crawling like a crab. Dago
"NUll"ly every player had his Evoldi would tell me 'Mac,
MCKINNIS HAS remained in
front teeth knocked out," you're gonna get killed. Stay athletics since he pulled off his
McKinnis recalled. "That was a down and stop crawling.' I football jersey for the last time
Paul McKinnis
trademark if you ~layed foot- thought, 'What does he knO't1; in 1933. That jersey bore tile
ball in those days.'
colors of George Washington
about modem football?'
three consecutive morning< ui
Unlike today, the players
"The next time I carried Ute University, where McKinnis speaks in seminars.
wore
helmuts
with
no ball, I again got an extra three had L'ansfered foilowing his
McKinnis said that tight intensive supervised study.
faceguards. And linelllen yards, and then suddenly a ton freshman vear at SINU. He
academic rules prevailed for Then on Friday he gave me a
mastered the art of head- and a half of knees and elbows officiated' college football
athletes then. Professors sealed letter to take to McAnslapping.
. flattened me. After that, I games· between 1933 and the
submitted weekly grades of drew. Mac laughed and let me
''The linemen bad to be tougli follC)Wed Dago's sage advice." mid-1950's, while serving his
players to the academic read it.
"It said,'Mac, the bearer, a
committee. H a player did not
men in order to survive,"
McKinms &lid that one of duties as {lrincipal of Eldorado
maintain satisfactory marks or broad-shouldered, young
McKinnis said. "You see, those . "behemoths that cured junior high school. In 1968 he
if he had excessive absences, he jackass, commonly thoug.... t to
linemen on defense could use me of crawling" was Burl Ives, earned his doctorate at SIU-C in
was not permitted to play in the be from Eldorado, has done
their hands vigorously on the a player on the Eastern Illinois administration and behavorial
creditable work and is eligible
weekend game, he said.
~science.
0l»posing offensive linemen. team.
to play.'"
.
McKiJ.mis then served as a
Literally, they clubbed their
The Little Nine-teen champs
"I RECALL being on shaky
beads and chests with their
SOUTUERN
ILLINOIS professor at SIU-C, Northern
open hands, and sometimes Normal University was a IllinOis, GeorgIa Southern . ground with Professor Willis held their 50th reunion in 1980 .
Schwartz,
my
history Ten members of that team are
and
P~pperdine
forearms with fISts. You must teachers' college in 1930. The College
professor," McKinnis said. See LEGEND, Page 18
remember that usually there football team didn't carry the University. He has retired from
"Schwartz
made
me
report
for
were only two ur three offic~ Saluki nicltname. The players teaching but still lectures and
Page 20, Dan, EgyJItWI. November !J, 1985
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A 2000-mile adventure on foot
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Tropical islands, romance,
and a camera

and on film
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Frank Revi in East Boston
COMMERCIAL
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10 Action expert John Zimmermall
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What, when, and where . ..

Phil W(Jlktr S4Uttzes through (J rock and a hard
plact during Earthwalk; his brothtr Davt totJft
Ihe picture Earthwalft·s multi-media rtftmories
will visit several campuses this fall. See story
on page 12
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FACE UP
TO PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
BV ERIC ESTRIS

Harry Langdon makes his liv,ng shooting
stars Easygoing and personable, the 48year-old son 01 the late silent h!m comic of
the same name spends his days in a large,
well-eqUippEd Hollywood studio, playing
photographe:, psychologist. entertainer and
fflend to a clien: list that includes, roughly,
everybody Ir, show busines!>
The moneys obvivusly pretty good and hiS
reputatio r . is internationally respected, but
there's something Langdon wants to clear
UfJ
'People assume that somt:one like
Donna Summer or Martina Navratilova
knows exactly what to do in front of a camera. he says, "but it's not true They often
feel verv uncomfortahle Even film stars
aren t In'odels A still camera makes them
very ill at ease sometimes
Thats where Larlgdons repowned
camera-Side manner comes in to play "I
like to approach every session like I'm the
subjects friend, and 1m going to help that
'fiend through thiS escapade," he expiains, "I
try to put myself In hiS or her shoes"
When shooting in a studio that might
mean playing background music or having refreshments avallabie But in any environment. you must be abie to give the subjects
confidence as you work
NatUially this presupposes that you've
prepd~ed yourself for the moment Nothi;'lg
annoys a person more than for you to begin
fiddling With your eqUipment just when you
have him or her ready to be photographed If
you have more than one camera, make sure
theyre all 10clded with the right kind of film
- or perhaps different kinds, if you're shooting both color and black-and-white
Generally the subject of the picture - the
persons face - should appear near the center of the frame but not ill the center - that
seems static or dull The eyes sho'Jld be
about a third of the w~y across thl:' frame.
Either from the right or the left, and a third of
the way down from the top
Which way is the action I)f the shot moving? Where is the person's gaz~ fixed? Never
sabotage your composition by having someone look toward the edge of the frame.
'Nhichever direction the person's looking (or
moving" leave some room for him or her to
look into Otherwise, the shot will be comically off-balance
Are you approaching your subject from a
good angle to eliminate unnecessary
hackground distractions? Can you move in
cioser to get a more powerful shot? Sometimes it,; okay to actually crop out parts of
someone's face (though rarely the eyes), as
long as the rest of the head is composed
well
ObViously you can't stand too close to
your subject without intimidatmg him or her.
Switching to a longer lens wiil bring the
image closer For this reason, a lens with a
focal length somewhere between 90 and 135
mm is usually regarded as optima! for portrait photography
Conversely, a Wide-angle lens can be
u;ed wher. it's important to shC'w someone
in sharply detailed surroundin~s Or if you're
:n an area where you don't have much room
...
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to shoot. a lens With a focal ;cngth from 24
to 35 mm can help you create ad illusion of
space But bf'Ware, a Wide-angie lens can
Significantly dis~')rt someone's features. and
the closer you get to your subject. the more
problems youre likely to encounter
Along with proper composition, g()od lighting is ~he most important technique a portrait pno~ographer can achieve When using a
studio, you'll prc'Jably have all kinds of
overhead spots, in addition tv 5crategically
placed strobe units and umbrella reflectors,
all designed to spread the light out evenly,
eliminate harsh shadows, smooth out facial
textures dnd highlight the hair and eyes
But in a less controlled environment. you'll
be forced to make do with available light and
perhaps a single flash unit When using a
flash indoors, the worst thing you can do is
attach it to the camera and aim it B{.ht at a
person's face Not only can this r~sult in
harsh contrasts and a possible "red-eye" effect. it wi] also aggravate your temporarily
blinded subject.

If possibie, remove your flash attachment
from the camera and hold it at arm's length
to the side, slightly above your head_ Ev~n
better, you may be able to bounce the flas~
off a light-colored. smooth surface like a wall,
ceiling or poster-board reflector, This will result in a More natural. diffused !ight with
.ewer harsh shadows, IWhen using the flash
in this manner, try to bounce it off an object
close to the flash unit itself, and open the
lens approximately 2 stops more than with
-:tirect flash exposure"
Flash can also be used to enhance outdoor
photos, especially in harsh sunlight or with
contrasty backgrounds. Since you'll usually
want to obtain your meter readings from the
subject's face, other elements of the picture
might be over- or underexposed in natural
light On a bright day, you may want to turn
the subject away from the sun ino squinting!) and expose for the sunlit background.
But you'll need to use a touch of fill-in flash
to lighten the shadows vn the face,
Once you've mastered the principles of
lighting and composition, taking good piCtures is a snap, But taking great pictures often
depends on your ability to bring out th~t
special twinkle in your s11bject's eye, Photographer Langdon uses a .:rick called "sense
memory recall" which he learned while taking acting lessons to help him with his work
"For instance," he says, "if you "'Int

.

HMtiin lM'~ r. 0' TV'. Dyltasty ...." Knots
landini (t.,.: M ..rl~ Os........ i.. ....
IIJlCMNdnistic ".. ( ....H rl,litt: ......
Kft .., ROfnl ..IfIi .. ,te M.." AllII~• ..II
tNti.., tli~
'tll~ ~""'''" ., UII,"."_

,.rt..

,II,...

somebody to look sexy, you probably won't
get \'ery good resuits bv just asking them to
look sexy, You hav.: to arouse something
within them, create an atmvsphere. You can
do that by talkipg about a subject that
they rt :nt~re!'ted in."
\s all ~lCilmple, he recalls a re..ent photo
session in which he was asked to take some
sexy shots of actress Joanne Woodwi!rd, Paul
Newman's wife. "At first I was having some
trouble,' he says. "but then I remembered
that she and Paul enjoy traveling to Europe,
so I started asking her about that. I said, 'Are
there any special!Jlaces in Europe you like to
go?' and she said, Yes, Er.gland' So I said,
'Where in England~' and she said :"oijon
"I was thinking. 'How bring!'" he admits,
"but' kept going I said, 'Wt.ere in London do
you like to stay?' a.1d she mentioned the
name of some old hotel. Ana I said, 'Oh, that
!;0unds like the t~pe of place that's real quiet
and comfortable Ci:1d they probably hd~e
flowered sheets on the beds: You ~e what I
was doing - 1 was putting her back in the
bed witli Paul"
Needless to say, Langdon got the shot.

FREEZE FRAME

ThIS 'ssue' s willller is 511'1'1' lackson of
Claremont. CA who found land neatly
rhOIO~r<lrlll'dl tillS mosl unusual traffic
sign Stn'e eams 535 lor hIS efforts

Now. a word about future Freeze
Frame contributions We want UIIusual pictures. the kinds that grab
our eyes and engage our minds
We do not want blurry pictures of
your kId brothers or fuzzy snapshots of fuzzier animals To show.
rather than describe. the quality
we seek. we are reprinting (below)
some pIctures that won the Kodak
International Newspaper S,apshot
Awards this year. Granted. these
are big-money winners - but thIS
quality. humor. and simple impressiveness is what you should
strive for
Send us as many Freeze Frame
photos as you like - black-andwhite. color prints. or color slides
- and be sure to Include a staPJ.red.
self-,lddressed em'elore of 5uffj(J£'IIt sl:e s·that wt' may relLlrll your rictures Pnnt
your name and addres,; on fa,l!
picture We wont be able ·to acknowledge receIpt of your package.
so please be patient It may be
months before you hear from us.
Break buys first-time rights only.
the
photographer
retains
ownership All published photographs will be credited. of course
Send your beau/it's to Frt't':t' Framt'.
1680 North Vine. Suite 900. Hollywood.
CA 90028 You too may earn tht'
oVl'rwlielmillg sum of ~35
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STUDENT
ESSAY
This Issue s Student Photo Essay IS the work
of Frank Revi 19. currently a sophomore 3t
MIT He IS SIOO richer

E

very lanuary the VI"ual Collections library of the Arrhltecture Department at
MIT sponsors a photo contest to enlarge Its archive" The theme is neighborhood documentation of the Boston area In
lanuary In haVing spent only one semester
In the Boston area I saw this contest as a
great way to explore my new environs
Every entrant was given one roll of
Koda,:hrome film and one week to return the
exposed fllm I chose to dor~ment East
CambTidge because It ~"rlr": been done before dor this contest! and because irs within
wd:k",g distance of my dorm
What I found in my five visits to East
Cambnd+;e was a small. isolated community
mark,~d by its large percentage of Portugui>se
Immigrants and by the intensity of life
caused bv the struggle against perpetual
hard times I was particula~ly fascinated by
:he children. and it was In talking to them
and watching them play that I got my best
v;ew of the neighborhood
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RUASTERS

CAPONS

DUCKS
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We need Student Photo Essays for future Issues of Brelli - and we'll pay SIOO for each
essay published.
A photo essay, for our purposes, is a series
of related pictures with a central theme or
point of view. Each photo essay must be accompanied by a prose essay explaining the
background of the subject, special techniques (if any, used, and the impact of the
essay on photographer and viewer fif any).
Be sure to include name, address, phone
number, age and college affiliation. Print
your name on every photograph, and endose
a stamped. self-addressed envelope for the
return of the pictures. tPlease be patient; it
may take months,.
The SIOO fee covers first-time North American rights; photographers retain ownership,
Color slides or black-and-white prints are
preferred. Send the goodies to Bmti Essay,
1680 North Vine, Suite 900, Hollywood, CA
90028.

!nce my entry consisted of one roll, and
the whole roll. I tned to be meticulous
enou€h to get each shot right the first
time BUl at the same time I tried to avoId
static ~rchltectural looking images in favor
ot trYing to catch some of the energy and
color of the area Ive submitted my favorites
here
Of course In one week It'S hard to do more
than scratch the surface I d like to go back
and spend a good deal of tIme photographIng East Cambfldge. pOSSibly concentrating
on the children

S

- Frank Revi

".",rtI
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A NEW OPPORTUNITY FOR
STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHERS'
tOr how to make your vacation pay off!)
Next issue we will initiate a new section:
"Student Travel Pictures:' We've received
many glorious travel memories for the Student Photo Essay section - but travel, alas,
does not in itself an essay make. So we're
providing a new forum for your holiday
treats.
If possible. limit your submissions to one
general lou:tion; we'd rather not have one
from France. twa from Italy, etc.
The same rules (~ee box above) apply, plus
one more: If you're traveling with others.·
spare us the grinning tourist shots.
Oh yes. the fee: $75 for each student
whose travel pictures make us Wish we'd
been there.

·FROM MANHATTAN TO MOORE!
Broadway's Terri Yreas

BY MIKE BYGRAVE

Director and choreographer Bob
tAli Thalia:: I Fos<;e has played
mentor to some of the most excitIng new female talent In Hollywood - kln Reinking. Sandahl
Bergman lesslca Lange and now
Terri Treas But Treas. who is
known to Broadway audiences for
her wor~ In Fosse shows like Plrrm
and DIIIIWI and to the rest of us
mainly for being the only woman
In the short·lived CBS serle~ Srvell
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Brides fQr SrI'!'11 BrQtlrm didn't just
learn about show bus!~ess from
Fosse, she learned about photography
Bob choreographs using an
eyepiece. like a film director He
Sits in the stalls and looks at the
whole composition on the stage I
learned a lot about compos!tlon
from him'
A tall. cheerful girl whose good
wiil fairly bubbi.;'~ over Ishe was
just married to Fred Gerber the
assistant director on Srl'eII B',des I.
Treas has never been one of those
performers who wait at home for
the phone to ring If she isn tacting or danCIng - and even when
she IS - sr~ works on a vaTiety of
other prolects. many connected
to her long-standing passion for
photography
'I've always loved photography
When I was a kid. even more than
being interested in the theater. I
would watch movies and buy
books of photog~phs and
cameras of my own Ironically,
when i started working in theater
In New York, I got away from photography because I simply didn t
have the time

Treas' Broadway experience'
which included three years of performing eight shows a week without a day off. nonetheless inspired
her most ambitious project to
date CaJied Br(l(ld14'all from Bellind.
it's a forthcoming book of photos
of everyone from stagehands to
stars taken from the rear - which
is the way their fellow performers
usually see them
What happened IS that at one
pOint I started to put together
fashion shows in New York I
would do the choreography then
I d bring in all these wonderful
fashion photographers ilnd they'd
shoot It. and wed prl11€'ct their
shots behind the models dUring
the actual show Meeting t0P fash·
Ion photographers revived my own
Interest In photography I started
to ask que<;tlOns borrow their
studiOS and their equipment pick
their brainS mercilessly Finally I
started a graph ICS com pany and
hired a photographer named Ken
Duncan. and we put out some
greeting cards With photos of Pierrots Then I declde'.1 to do a photo
essay on Broadway because in the
eight years I'd worked there I'd

TIi,. III.IIII"'II.US ls"II" .f Mooml
(fo". S«.II" "'tnt.f fli,. Willllnnl ,,..., of iii,. Socid, .MIIII$ lit
Ft't'IIcli Po',lInill. is 0111' "f II Clill'lI
of .,...lIlIf VOlelllllff'S. TIi,. ,NCe(rd

c,..ls,. slii, ,,..,Wn II ,Is ....

,,..,ill, fft,. '1IIlIN'lIlif, .f tlie

st."'.

is"IIII'1 pHfr.

Tft,. ,Ii",.".,ft,., ,Ii",.".,ft,..,:
Tnri T'HI (.60.,,. "'ffl.
!)U, '1IIiM 1111 "tiscus (1160"",. TIi,.
.,'vW c.lo, .f fli,. "..,,.,, efIJ, fo IIISf'
'II 6",Ii' f,.,lcll' Ii,ftf, is t't'lllIeMl
6t ...,.II-cOllf,.'",11 elpos""'.

night the cvclone struck and the
sky lust got darker and darker Half
an hour after I took the picture. It
was too dark to shoot and the next
day hOllses had been blown over
and palm trees stflpped. and we
were onl" on the fringe of the
storm
Treas lIse~ a ~Ikkormat camera
With e\'t.'rvthmg twm a 28 to a ')0
mm lens I have one lOom lens
that gl'PS trom 75 to 200 mm that I
hate I tht'ught It would t .. tun but
I like to compose the shot mvself
and when you ha\·e the chol~e of
all that depth I hnd It too wnfusIng
Treas IS about to buv new
equipment because I kno~ even.·
thing about what rm uSing H~r
new-found domestIC stability has
given her access to a studio and
she plans to build a darkroom for
the first time for some years She
feels investing in fixed lenses on a
broader spectrum will give her the
flexibility to do more studiO work
ProfeSSionally, she took the recent cancellation of Sil'fll Brid~ in
her stride ·Tm still learning how it
works in Hollywood," she says

It s a whole different way tor me
com!ng from the theater where
you re baSICally hl1'ed on your abil·
ltv becdu'>e the\" can make VOll
Ic;ok any way th~y want on st~ge
They have grt:Ci'er Idtltuu~
Whereas when the camera IS fight
up your nose It s difhcult to look
any way but the way )'ou are She
grins ruefully a case not of the
biter bitten but ot the photo·
grapher photographed

'rli~ '~fdc, -t FH"cli ",iss;'".ries
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t,'rg(ltten what made the illusion
It had become routine··
Treas be"an work on the book
,'nlv to be summoned to Callforn!a hI'S! (,' dance In the film verslPn (,f Tile B..~r L:tr/r \Vhort"wust' ill
Tn!l; then '0 stay on ior SewlI
Bndf; As a r,:,sult Duncan is the
phot<..'grapher of record
I took my stuff out When I
"h,'c,t In a studio. 1m H rv stark.
which IS the opposite
Ken·s
st~·le It :ust wasnt fair to put the
little work I d done In With the bulk'
(,f the work Ken had done·
.'
Treas grew up in Kansas City,
where her mother was a danCing
tedcher and her stepfather runs
cliniCS tor people With learning
clisabdltle" She was a local child
star long before leaVing for New
York aTld a scholar.;;hip at the lofrre\" Ballet when she was 15 A
co~blnatlon of her height t she's
book and learn how to set up the
SIX feet en I'Omtr I and her personal
lights and use the meter properly
temperament convinced her that a
and take an acceptable picture
ballerina 5 hfe wesnt what she
That isn·t being a photographer"
wanted and s~e broke into
Surprisingly for someone who
Bro·.dwa\" instead
Back ;n i-.ansas rd done a lot of
places such emphasis on photogmUSICals ;,lnd when I was studying
raphy's narrative power, Treas has
done relatively little portrait work
ballet I found I really missed being
able to talk and sing and tell a
She admits that wher people phostory··
tograph fler, ··1 get bored very
quickly It's hard to I';et me to sit
Telling a story IS what links
still·' She refuses rrlost of the inTreas disparate Interests She
feels stro Jlgly that performing in
evitable requests for headshots
and
wedding pictures trom actress
the theater. making movies and
shooting stills have a lot in com- friends, but she's discovered a new
interest in landscapes The picmor, ·One picture really can say
tures shown here were all taken on
1000 wurds about somebody and
her and her Swiss- Rumanian
tell a story That was the thing that
husband's first vacation The
alwa,s struck me about stills. they
couple spent a month on the unhad an impact on me from an
spoiled
Paclfk Island of Moorea
early age which wasnt the same as
a yerbal Impact. whlcr couldn·t be "While we were there. a cyclone deput into words Look. these days. vastated two adjOining islands.
I was taking photographs on the
anybody can read an instruction
\~ork
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JOHN ZIMMERMAN
A CAREER IN MOTION
BY BYRON LAURSEN
k~hn Zimmerman ';2 the worldclass ~ports action photographer
formerly with LIfe S1wts II/ustmted
and the 5,lIllr,I,1I/ En""'!L' P"st IS so
busy wrth lucr~tlve ad~'ertlsing assignments these days he tlmlt',1
,1"IA"! a chance to cover the 191'14
Ol~'mplc games
I ve been doing
OlympIC coverage since 1956,
oprnes Zimmerman who has shot
at least 100 Sl'tlrts Illustrated co\'ers
Ldvr~ "Iulcrng off the bids from
Time and Stml to portray the upcoming Los Angeles Olympiad
There are so many sports photographers now ItS hard to do
something speCial and get a difPIERRE KOPP
ferent Image Vou do one classic
thing on a sport, and Its hard to
its early days and Lift during ite;
Improve on It
heyday Budgets are so much tightZimmerman indeed has done a er now in magazines They don't
passel of classl' things on various
spend anything like what is spent
sports but at this luncture, he's to get an image in advertising"
not boastrng It's the search for :lifZimmerman is so image conterent satisfYing and perfect im- scious that. while he can recall
ages that drives him Given a
",inute elements of a session he
super background by the legendary
shot recently. he's a little hazy on
photography teacher C S Bach, who the sponsor was, Though
Zimmerman graduated to the
sports photography is a closed
most prestigious magazines In
chapter lor him, sharpened intheir most creati\e periods Now
stincts for action and deCisive
It s the ad pages Within those
moments are still his bread and
magazines that display hiS work
butter When a pickup truck didn't
Zimmerman InSists that the
raise enough of a flurry as it
change IS toward greater chal- blasted through a snowbank for
lenge, greater creative control and
his lenses, Zimmerman concealed
more perfect Images
Lannons full 01 snow with
You really grow a lot more if compressed-air charges in the
)'ou evolve' Zimmerman says
truck's bed 'Half of everything we
Home for the evening from a iong
work day hes ountted In a pearlsnapped shirt and surrounded by a
house and grounds that could
make a few movie and rc:k stars
contort With envy It's a sedately
lUXUriOUs co:onlal-stvle structure a
few uphill miles from the Beverly
Hills Hotel Its added-on studio/
workshop space features an electronic control for its moving
skylight shade, two light tables, set
at a right dng:e, a Kodak Carousel
prOlector and three milk crates
filled With 36-exposure slide
boxes Original paintings and
ceramic sculptures hang about the
hallways, IlVlng room, and den
Frank Sinatras Wee Small Hours LP
is tipped against an armchair But
none of Zimmerman's own work IS
on display The front-yard sWimming poe>! sun deck ann tennis
court account for the photographer's lean good health
'" got tired of working lor maga·
zines," Zimmerman says '" had
great satisfaction, but I didn't want
to go on doing the same thing II
you do a commerCial well. it's seen
a lot more often than something
you do for a magazine
'I worked for Sports lIir!slrl)/td in
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,\,c Include" wlte Do!ore~
'.~~" hdr,dle.;; buslnt' .. " mattt'r"
d:1d d crew "r ,l<;s·qants that may
sr. 'W tt' fl,'e l'r more tndl,'lduals
T:,t' days In 5pcrh "hotl'gra"hy
t'h'll~r, w<'n Zimmerman a place
In the '\ 1,i~tt'r5 ,11 Cl"Tt .. rnl't'r,ir~1 Pil"
r,l"r,lrllll bn"k "t'rles along"lde tWl'
,'ther acknc·wledged masters \1ilrk
Kdll~man lanotrer C S Bach pup" I
<Inti :\Ieil Leltfe'
B"c~ tdught a Cl'mprehensl'.e
','i;r-year prog'dtn at lohn C FrerT'('nt High In south-central Los
,~ngeles (Inse by the Watts diStrict Hc was a tailed clnematograrher hut d brilliant rT"Jt!vator ot
... tucients
Eight ~'hot0graphers
wh" worked tor Llf.. camt' trom
Bden s classe... Zimmerman says
He would "t'nd us c1n assignments
e'.er\' week \-1ar~ Kaufman wi-,o
WdS thret' \'t'ars ahead of me in
"d:ncd got a great rhoto of
Eleanor Roost''.elt when she was
'n town Two weeks later It was on
the cover of Life He was seventeen
Zimmerman had halt "a dozer>
rrH'tcs l,f Il'cal high schOl'l SP0rts
e,ent" rubll-.hed hy the Ltl5 A.l!leles
T·nt .. , whrle '>tudYlng under Bach
An "Icit'r Bach graduate tipped
h:rr t<.! d Lite diHkrl'om lob In New
Y"rk which he parlayed Into J Tlnte
"rd~r phl'tographer S lob
He
caught the flrst photl''' of the attt'm'pted a<'<;il5Slndtlon 01 Presldenl Truman But firsl-on-the"'cene
had less appeal than
controlied-siluat Ion photograpny
With Srorts Iliu5trllCea he built a
reputatlor: tor rework'ng camera
Innardc. to create special shots like hIS shot putter 'wisted Into a
mU<il ular c~rkscrew or hiS Image

01 ba<;ketballer Dr

I With arm'that wavp !Ike a <;nake LJr 10 the
h,'or For a hilit-dav shOe>! "f
OlympiC gymnast Kurt'Thl'ma" he
"rent n Int' and a halt days -;ettlng
U~' tWl' t0n,> 01 studll' equlpmp'lt
mcludlng 32 c.trobes and 16 power
pacb F0' defin It IV" ~l'ckey '>hot'>
he <;u<'(lcnded tWl' ,:amera<; in a
gL)alip <, net and frl'ze the remote
(~)nlrl'i wl'es satt'I~' undt'r the
link <. !Ct' Tht' re<.ulh r,:n for st','en
pages In Sr,lf!5 IlIlIstrat .." Another
Zlmrnt'rman !nnlwat;l'n made
With the aid of anl'lh~' phl'tographer, IS a spllt-Ie\'el waterpr('ot
camera hl'usmg that compensates
for the retractll'n so a sublect half
In and half out of water can be recorded With oerfect clarity
Zimmerrr:an moved from New
York to L A while stili With Life, but
the magazine \'Ient dormant S.Y.
ml'nths after the relocation Advertlsmg was a natur<:: progression,
especially when a photocopier
company bought ready-made
shots of a baseball pitchers arm
In different "tages of deliver/ of
the same pitch A golf club company bought a session wherem 160
different stages of a sln€:le golf
sWlOg were caught on a single
piece of fiim A succession of beer
Cl'mpanles, truck manufacturers,
and otht'r megabucks cl'nsortiums
has welcomed Zimmerman's work
since then lust before our interView he had aligned the perfect
c0mbination of sports car, girl. ane!
sunset for Lowenbra1j on the
biggest sound stage at Universal
Pictures
'In a,:hertlsing, you do anything
to make a wonderful image,"
Zimmerman srlysAnd the image
is the most Important thing
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EARTH

WALK
A 5,000 Mile

Plioto Od,S5efl
BY BYRON LAURSEN
The Walker Brothers have spt'nt
more time walking than the Blues
Brothers e\'er spent singing the
blues Muscle power aloile carried
Da\'ld and Phil Walker more than
:; 000 mdes from the tip of Alaska
to the ~1p'xl(an border during the
l.t months of lune 1974 to August
1975 It was a journey worth
documenw~g the Walker Brothers
shot countless frames, all color
slides of \'ast and snowv mounta,n ranges of sun-bieached
moose antlers lYing in a stream
bed ot snlthng inqUisitive grizzly
bears ot hang gilder pilots and
rock climbers high In the Sierra
Nevada mountains of California
The saga of the Walker Brothers'
trrp wIll be told on ao campuses
dUr!Eg the 1983-84 school year
Eastmdn Kodak Company, which is
sponsorrng the college tour. believes It s a dramatic W3y of sho\\/Ing how photography enhances
!!Ie s exp~riences The Earchwalk
show IS powerful eVidence for
Kodaks belIef
Nine Kodak Carousel projectors,
linked up and cued by computertimed signals project the story of
the Walker Brothers odyssey As
the
Slorv
progresses
and
breathtaKing mountain tops are
followed by densely ove:grown
tra:ls and wildlife encounters. an
evocative sound track underlines
each moment Musical passages
from the works of Vangel is. Pink
Floyd. lean-Luc Ponty and the Alan
Parsons Project are Interwoven.
creating a tapestIY of sounds that
ranges from rich. soanng synthesizer crescendos to de:nure acoustiC guitar passages
EssentIal to the sound track is
the sonorous narration of Orson
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Welles. The brotl'ers set their
,;ights on Welles br the project.
but needed a full ~ear to gain his
"udience. "There's no way Orsc:>;ls
going to read thiS stuff." a Welles
aide-de-camp admonished the
Walkers. To their surprise. the reclusive actor-director not only narrdted for them. he also donated
h is work. Obviously. as the tone of
conviction in Welles' voice indicates. he was impressed.
For all their determination. the
Walker Brothers began their journey with a false start. Leaving Anchorage under aD-pound packs
during a surge of early spring
warmth. they sank into the mushy
snow pack even when wearing
snow shoes After seven day:.. they
limped back home
SIX weeks later they launched
themselves for good Still. the twin
discouragements of monster mosquitos and ra:"-spotted. muddy
terrain almost forced them to quit
again Once out of Alaska the
brothers found fewer obstacles
The Yukon Telegraph Trail was
the only communication linkup to
the far north until World War II
Now it's a series of weathered
telegraph poles and crumbling
outpost cabins where repair w0rkers once lived and spent their days
patrolling for fallen wires Grizzlies.
which once ranged way into California. are still rather plentiful in
the Yukon Telegraph Trail area

The Walker Brothers retraced that
trail. camping sometimes on the
mossy roofs of the abandoned
caretaker cabins They encountered bears. but both humans and
grizzlies stayed distant Except for
one inquisitive bruin. who came so
close he nearly left a moist nose·
print on the camera's lens As
local Indians had advised. the hikers laid low in the presence of
bears and did not run or show
fear
On one Canadian mountal~
range they had to maintain a
steady pace throughout the day
and climb rapidly into their ~Ieep
ing bags at night. Otherwise. their
own perspiration might have frozen On another range their camp
stove broke. They had to melt
snow for drinking water by carrying
bags of the frozen stuff next to
their bellies. And it takes a heap of
snow to make just a swallow of
water On yet another Canadian
range. they bucked a zero-visibilitv
blizzard all the way to the base ':.It
the mountain
The adventurers re-met civilization in Vancouver. B C. just above
the state of Washington A canoe
trip down through Puget Sound
landed
them
at
Olympia.
Washington As on previous canoe
ventures in Canada. equipment
was loaned to them by people
whom they had met along the
journey Furthc' logistical support

came from their parents. who arranged for packages of food. clothing. film and equipment at key
spots along the ro~te Such support can be important on a trip
that wears out four pairs of h~fty
mountaineering boots'
Trekking inland. they scaled Mt
Rainier as an introduction to the
famous Cascade Range They then
followed the range down towards
Oregon Fortunately. they passed
t~rvugh before the devastating Mt
5t Helens eruption in southwestern Washington
In Oregon they swerved back to
the coast A trail following the
seashore for the length of the
coast had just been opened. and
they aimed to be the ftrs~ people
to hike its length Part of the challenge was to swim across the
mouth of each of the several rivers

that cut from the Coastal Range to
the Pacific Ocean. At Coos Bay.
near the southern half of the state.
they came dangerously close to
hypothermia by swimming across
the bay
The Sierras were their route in

California. down the old John Muir
Trail. Named for the pioneer naturalist who succeeded in having
Yosemite named as a national
park. the Muir Trail follows the
north-to-south crests of the Sierra
Nevada Mountains

Nearing trail's end after traversing California's sOJthern deserts.
the Walker Brothers accelerated
their pace Newspaper reporters.
who had followed the pair intermittently ever since Alaska. arrived
on schedule at the Mexican border
fo. the finale. only to learn that
the brothers had arrived there one
day earlier
Happily. though. their parents
anticirated the fast finish Thev
were the only witnesses at th~
close of the journey
Happily. also. the Walker
Brothers knew from the start t~,at
their long sojourn was going to be
worth recording. Essential to their
gear were a pair of 35 mm singlelens-reflex cameras. a tripod and
numerous rolls of Kodachrome
film Their current trek - across 80
campuses - is going to be nearly
as demanding as the original
Each show ta}es six hours of setup
time and.:1.7 Kodak Carou~el slide
tray changes. Running time of the
show is just under one hour
They\'e previewed the show at Alliance lor Survival benefits near
their home base of Zuma Beach.
California The impact of those
presentations has proven the difficult setup to be worth while The
spirit of adventure conveyed by
EarlhwaI~ might last some viewers
a lifetime

DOII't tOllell that dial' If Earthwalk
comes to your campIIS. YOIl mall
wallt to Slay /tilled III for KodLlk·s
Pholo Seminar ill tile wel'ks IIlal fo/10'" Walch yuur cLlmpus IIt'Wsvarer
for adrl:'rlisemf'llls. look for Kodelks
rosll'rs. or simrly c'leck wil" your
Sludelll Acririlies 80LIrd
Eacll of /III' 80 cam ruses hosli"£1
Earthwalk will be risiled btl LI r1wio
etperl frtim Easlmall Kodak CompallY who "'il/ rreselll Ihe Kodllk
PlIoto Semilltlr. Tire Semillar. illlended for sludel1ls ""10 ,,'alIt 10
learll more aboul p;:clograplry. "'ill
hLlprill arproximalelu Iwo uwks
after eacll Earthwali sho"'il1l.1 A
rariely Of ','pics art' corered b~ the
lec/tlrer wilh slides to Irelp il/uslrale
each loric IlIlerspersed Urrollglloul
the program are oppor/tlllilies for
qllestiOlIS al1d ad rice Tllere is 110
Clrarfle for lire Semi/lar
Among /lIe topics Composilion.
Carner!! Handlillg. Exrosure. Dl'rlh
of Field. Film. Lenses. Fillm. Existing lighl. Pevvle PlJolograpllY.
ligllli,:g alld Prr:t'-Wi/l/ling Pic-
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CALENDAR
SOUTHEAST
Imagine the havoc that would be
wrought If Flonda closed Its sunny borders one winter for Inventory or repaIrs
The Great WhIte North would have
nowhere to go tor a break In the cold
and wet
Fonunately that Isn't about to happen because after OCtober 31. most of
the rest of the Southeastern states have
very Irttle to offer outsIde of annual
ThanksgIVIng, Chrrstmas and football
festIvals
Two celebrrty retreats are among the
unusual Ideas for shootrng sidelights
thIS year The Burt Reynolds Hc;;s~
Ranch rn lupitet'. F1orIda. and Loretta
Lynn'S Dude Ranch in Hunlca•• MI••
T. ._ . are among the less typical
tounst spots to be found among the
standard plethora of theme parks and
petting zoos At Reynolds' place. the
souvenIr store IS a faSCinating museum
of the actor's past. and Lynn'S outdoor
recreational faCilitIes come highly recommended
Colorful winter parades leading to
75,000-capacity football ~tadiums dotted with gIddy public intoxication will
be spothghted during M . . . . . ...,.
AIa._·s Blue-Gray Classic; M ...1.
FIorld.·s Orange Bowl Festival. AtGeofIIa's Peach Bowl. and 1Kk_vile. F1orIda's Gator Bowl all during the latter half of December,
The bIg daddy of all brouhahas. the
MardI Gras. returns to New Orten..
Lou....... In February. How long it
lasts depends on when you pass out
from all the fun A somewhat similar. if smaller scale event in T•• pa.
F1orIda. also happens in early February the Gasparilla PIrate Invasion is a
colorful. bawdy legacy from the days of
peg-legged 5ailors and salty-talking
parakeets And if piratE'S are your thing.
travel acrOS5 Tampa Bay to cruise the
open seas with Captain Memo for two
hours of partyir'i on the Sea Hogge
The NFL Super Bowl comes to Tampa
for the first time in lanuary 1984 and
the city has oodles of events planned
to fill the day and nght Neighboring St.
.......... has even pushed back its
annual Pier Fest to coincide with The
BIg Game Some 100.000 are expected
to artend

oddly enough ,:k;lnl! sk"tlng snowball
events and Ice hhlr,g
Perch",lIe U SA ~ T _ _ • Februari 3-5 A refreshing Polar Bear dIp In
lake Huron caps tht> frollCkmg at thIS
annual affaIr
1-500 Snowr,lobrle Rac.c. Sitult Ste_
Marle_ ThIS 500 K race IS the longest

IOWA

Waterfowl MIgration De Sota Natunli
Mld-October-MldNovember Ducks. geese. and the occaSIonal pelICan bald eagle hawk. and
other water bIrds darken the skIes In a
spectacular flIght from up here to down
there 17 12) 642-4121 Chnstma~ rn the

Wildlife Refutle_

vlilage of Davenpc:lrt. F,rst Fnday In
December A truly old-fashIoned
Chnstmas cOl'les to life. as over 80
180'1 costume:! volunteers recreate
FrontIer and Vlctonan Chnstmas scenes
rn 10 0; m0re VIllage shep arndows
Each wlrdow depICts an authentIC
18505-61\605 scene rn Iowa Wow

".ca.

anywhere on a one-mile track.

WISCONSIN
Venison Feed. T._Nwk. November
18. Free venison burgers at the
Chamber of Commerce, 17151453-5334
Snowmobile Championsh~p of the
World. Life in the fast lane E.,1e
River. lanuary 20-22 1715) 479-4421

,,'"tn

_lIf,.

ILLINOIS
Teddy Bear Christmas Walk. Mt. Pfoe.pea. December 4 Children and adults
are asked to bring their teddy bears for
a bIg event
Treasures from the Shabghai
Museum 6000 Years of Chinese Art,
Field Museum of Natural History
Chlca&•• November 4-lanuary 14 The
only mIdwest shOWing of objets d'art
ne...er beforl" seen in the U S

;1·

",",-II

SOUTHWEST

rNDIANA

CALIFORNIA

Wir,ter Carnival Eagle Creek Park. , .

The Tournament of Roses, p. .den••
December 3Hanuary. I The parade and
the Rose Bowl game are all well and
good, but the real party is the nIght before, all along the Colorado Boulevard
parade route For rnformatlon. call 12131
449-4100
Chinese New Year - Golden Dragon
Parade. Los Aaceles. Chinatown. February 18-20 Neatly sandWIChed oetween
the OCCIdental New Year and St Pat·
rick's day. thIS celebratIon IS one of the
nOlsest anywhere, of course. an nour
later you want to see It agarn For Ink'rmatlon call 12111617-0395
FestIval of the Whale, Southern Calr-

dIaa.poIIs. January 25-30 Cross country skiing. sr;owball making. snow
sculpture and rosy cheeks (317) 2914828
Acorn Festival.
4-H
Building Get nuts! (1171654-7509,
MapJe Syrup Program and Pancake
and Sausage Breakfast. Glen Bauer
Shelter. " . . CAIIIIIe. (2191 654-3155
Let'S eat!

cu.... eo_..,.

MICHIGAN

TIp-up Town USA. " . . .hea. Loll••
January 21-22 The second largest winter
festival in the country is hIghlighted by.
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tornla Coastline early March The yearly
migration of the gray whales can be
seen up-close o~ boats that launch
from numerous piers up and down the
coast POint Dana IS a ta\'ome spot for
whale we;l-wlsners For Information
call 1714, 496-5794
Natlo;lal Rugby Tournament Pebble
Beach I Monterey, earl, March Thev re
ve!'y big and tn'elr so~gs contain 'the
most color!ul language ever set to
musIC Watch the nation s best rugby
players Inflict pain and suttenng on
each other along the craggy Monterev'
coast For information contact Pebble
Beac: 14081 624- 3811

R/eIM,., l.niJru"

NORTHWEST
COLORADO
400 000 peo~le are expected for the
Western Stock Show the worlds largest
mdoor rodeo held at the De_r ColIseum lanuarv 13-21 In addition to the
action In t~~ arena IS the color and
splendor of one 0: the world 5 biggest
C~r'stmas light shows which lasts
though the end of the rodeo
Aspen Wlnternatlonal Subaru World
Cur Finals - The Winter Olympic
Games notwlthstandlr - some of the
best skiers !n the worid Will meet in
Aspen on March 3-4
Winter Carnl\als - Colorado host5 a
slew 0: winter carnivals most featuring
t~e typical activities Call the local
chambers for more details. but the
dates are listed below Aspell Winterskol lanuary 19-22 TeDurtcle Mule
Skinner Carnival
lanuary 16-22.
Steamboat Sprlnl. 10th Annual Kid
Mahan Cowboy Downhill lanuary 18
Breckellrldle Wlntertest
January
23-29

as the animals move down to the high
mountain meadows for their annual
wmter feeding Call lackson at 13071
713-3316 or VISit Hardware Ranch
There are races on any given
weekend in Colorado and Utah many
featunng top ath letes and the emerg,~g
telemdrk racing. where racers ski slalom
courses as fast as downhill skiers but
on cross,country skis' For up-to-date
Information call Ski Country USA at
1303, 837-0793 or Ski Utah at 1801,
53-1-1779

M/eft.., Tftlrftill

EAST CENTRAL

Rockefeller Center s wlnte wonderl;md
meet Ing place
After that celebrate C,ineSI' New
Year on Februal'i 13 In tr'e streets of
Chlna,-n, wh,cr are closed to auto
tra~~c dunng the celpbratlon Some
sectl:)ns ot C~,r.atown o:f Grand A\;::il'Je. Will be celebraLng tor weeks
With parades. (olortul oriental dancetheater·paraoes firework, human-Sized
crepe puppets lots 0: good cheer. and
of course. great food

WASHINGTON D.C.
A 20-year commemorall'.e sen ICe IS
scheduled to be held In Arlmgton National Cemetery marking the ann"er-

NEW IERSEY
Chnstrras on the Green
"rrhtown Each winter the wooded town square IS
magically transtormed into Santa s
Kingdom. complete With cottages. lanterns. el\'es, and lights Only a Scrooge
could miss the holiday SPlTlt here Set
In the heart of Momstowns shopping
center. the IO-acre block IS also a popular meeting place for carolers and
fnends

UTAH
5n_blrd Wlnterskol lanuary 21-29
Snow sculpture costumes. clowns, skiIng 18011 521-6040
The world famous U S Film and
Video Show will be held at Park CltJ
February 23-29 In addition to the top
directors and their films. the expanding
fleld of Video IS represented. and the
vanguards of that art are there, too

YeOowscoH Nadollal Park remains "ur
oldest and most widely visited :lark.
but the winter blankets the park with"
world seldom seen Transportation Into
the Intenor of the park and lodging are
available. and while the crowds are
gone. the steam geysers and pools
combine With Yellowstone's below-zero
temperatures to create spectacular
scenes 01 hre and Ice Bison. moose. elk
and deer meet in the natural mineral
pools for hot-tubbmg, Wyommg style
For reservations or details. call 13071
344-7311
Elk refuges in .acksOIl, Wyoming.
and Hardw_ Rallch, 17 miles East of
Hyrum, Utah. offer Visitors a rare
chance to see hundreds of elk up close.

Stowe Winter Carnival. Stowe, mid·
lanuary Some of the more noteworthy
dl>erslons are snowgolf sled dog races
and Las Vegas Night Information 18021
253-7326
Bennington Winter Carnival. Bellnlncton. late Ian uaT)' Attractions include snow sculpture a torchlight
parade and snowmobrle and mner tube
races Inrormatlon 1802, 442-5900
Manchester Wmter Carnival M.nchester. Early-to-mld· February Informatron 18021 362·2100

First Night Celecratlon Bostoll. December 31 Rmg out the old and Tlng In
the new With the Boston Symphony Or·
chestra the Amencan Repertory
Theatre and a cast of thousands Information 16)7, 536-4100
Boston Tea Party Reenactment, B0ston, December 16 Not the Boston Tea
Party but an mcredlble Simulation of
the event that sent a message to King
George III ,\t the Boston Tea Party Ship
replica on Museum Wharf Information
call 1617, 338-1773 or 1617, 725-3000

R«~lkr eafn.f Cimt_
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MAINE

VIRGINIA
The Luray Caverns (about 80 miles
West of Washington. DC. in Luray)
What makes this famous tourist spot so
hot m the cold winter months? Fewer
tourists Dunng the off-season. you can
take more time to roam the uncluttered
caves. study the recently relit vaulted
ceilings. and experience the caves'
majestic Isolation The huge. natural
rock formations are incredible Beat the
crowd. Luray is open 365 days a year
More info - 1703) 743-6551

NEW YORK
WYOMING

VERMONT

MASSACHUSETTS

OREGON
Internatonal Chnstmas Tree ShC'w.
Western ForestrY Center. Portland.
Forty groups enrer trees tor ludglng.
many decked In traditional trim For an
extra Visual spice. much of the acn;al
decorating IS done while dressed In
traditional ethnIC garb. as dozens of
groups carry on the customs of their
forefathers For information call the
center at 15031 228-1367

February 1"_11 ThiS granddaddy of all
the ,now-bound festivals features most
Imaginable winter actlv'ltles not to
mention those famous snow sculptures
For more Information. call the New
Hampsbire Offlce of \'acatlon Travel at
1603, 271-2666
Franconia W,nter Carnival Fr.lIconi •. February 20·24 Information
1603, 271-2666

Even honeymooners are taking time
out to attend N ....rII Fa.' Third Annual Festival of Lights. kicking off on
November 26. a Six-week winter wonderland of indoor and outdoor actiVities The Falls are the most spectacular sight. especially in winter By
day. the{re radiantly white circled by
trees and bushes crystalized by the
Falls' frozen mist At night. powerful
kaleidoscopic spotlights transform the
Falls into an awesome display of color
For more info call (7161 278-8010
At the core of the BI. Apple's
Christmas celebration IS Rockefeller
Center. with ItS spectacular eight-story
Christmas tree adorned With a
quarter-mile of colored lights. which
Will be turned on December 5 and Will
blaze until mid-January. overlooking

sary of President lohn F Ken nedy' s assassination

PENNSYLVANIA
Gimbel's Thanksgiving Day Parade
Marchers. musiCians and merrymakers
Will hike along a mile of festive Hoats.
bouncmg bands, and colorful costumes
as the CIty of Brotherly Love kicks
off the holiday season And with
Thanksgiving Day here. can the Annual
.:iiant Ttnkertoy Extravaganza be far behind~ The weekend of November 25-27
IS the date for all aspiring Tmkertoy architects With larger-than-Iife Imagmations to show off their stuff at the
Franklin Inslit'Jte Some of the mcredible creations must be seen to be
believed
A Philadelphia mstitutlon of another
kind is the Mummers' New Year s
Parade. perhaps the most flamboyant
of all holiday parades Over 30.000 fans
do the trajltlonal "Mummer's strut" up
Broad Street to City Hall Including
band mUSICians, clowns. ornately decorated ndlng horses. and hundreds of
different flags

NORTHEAST
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Winter festlvltles stateWide December
through March As the largest state In
New England. Mame offers proportionally generous opportunities for Winter slghtseemg and recreation. from skiing Sugarloaf to snowmobiling 1.1
Rangeiey A few scheduled winter
romps that might be worth looking
Into
Rangley 100 Snowmobile Race
Ran.ely V1llap. early February Infor·
matlon 12071 864-5771
GreenVille Winter Carnival. Greellville, early March Informat'on (2071
695-2272
Wtld Mountain Time Winter
Weekend. R.llply. early Marcr. )nformatlon (2071 864-5771

CONNECTICUT
Fall foliar" ":atchlng, statewide. early to
late fall ThC' most southerl, of the New
England states provides ample reason
to drop what yourI' domg. grab your
camera and head off to the country to
see the seasons change Among the
best bets for snapping autumn scenery
the small towns In the northwest the
Connecticut River gateway between
Mlddle'-n anj N_ Lolldon: and the
state parks and nature preserves
northwest ('1 H.rtfvrd. For more infor·
matlon on enJoying fall In ConnectICut
call the Department of EconomIC Development at 12031 566-5638
Fest Ivai
of
Light,
H.rtford.
ThanksgiVing to New Years Your
neighbor's front porch can't hold a
.:andle to one of the best holiday light
dl~plays In the region IIlum l natec' by
countless miniature white lights and
special lightmg effects. the twelve acres
of Hartford 5 Constitution Plaza are
transformed mto a giant greeting card
Information CommuTlicatlons Department, Traveler's Insurance, 12031 2773476

........,.

D'irtmouth Wmter Carnival. H.llover,
b,tll~
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For detail.

Four new

For versatility.

For action.

For low light..

Kodacolor VR
films from Kodak.
100,200,40Q
and 1000.

Introducing the
KodacolorVR films, four
new films-the best color print films Kodak has
ever made.
Kodacolor VR 100
fi 1m gives you more clarity and greater sharpness. Kodacolor VR 200
film gives you vibrant
color and a new, higher
speed that can help compensate for changing
light or unexpected movement. Kodacolor VR 400
film lets you take great
stop-action shots with excellent definition. And
Kodacolm VR 1000 film
lets yOll ldKe pictures
in existing light without
a flash. Or use it to stop
high-speed action - it's
Kodak's fastest color print
film ever.
You can get great
pictures if you get the
right films ... the new
Kodacolor VR films.

Life never looked

sogo'e>d.
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